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SONIC-BOX METHOD EMPLOYING LOCAL MACH NUMBER
 
FOR OSCILLATING WINGS WITH THICKNESS
 






A computer program has been developed to account approximately for the
 
effects of finite wing thickness in the transonic potential flow over an
 
oscillating Wing of finite span. The program is based on the original sonic­
box program of Rodemich and Andrew and has been extended to include the
 
effects of the swept trailing edge and the thickness of the wing. Account
 
for the non-uniform flow caused by finite thickness is made by application
 
of the local linearization concept. The thickness effect, expressed in terms
 
of the local Mach number, is included in the basic solution to replace the
 
coordinate transformation method used in the earlier work. Calculations were
 
made for a delta wing and a rectangular wing performing plunge and pitch
 
oscillations, and the results were compared with those obtained from other
 






In reference 1, the sonic-box method computer program was developed for
 
calculation of unsteady transonic flow aerodynamics for oscillating planar
 
wings with unswept trailing edge by approximating the wing planform with a
 
matrix of square boxes. Later, it was extended to include the swept trailing
 
edge and control surfaces in reference 2. The sonic-box method uses a doublet
 
velocity potential as the basic solution to satisfy the linearized transonic
 
flow, unsteady small-perturbation velocity-potential equation with the asso­
ciated boundary conditions.
 
In references 3 and 4, the wing thickness effect is partially recovered
 
by the inclusion of local Mach number in the governing equation for the
 
unsteady transonic flow. It uses the concept of local linearization-to reduce
 
the nonlinear small-perturbation equation to a linear one with non-constant
 
coefficients. This is further reduced to a linear equation with constant co­
efficients by an appropriate coordinate transformation. -This final equation
 
and the associated boundary condition in the transformed space become identi­
cal to those treated in the physical space by Rodemich and Andrew in reference
 
1. The numerical results for the wing with thickness were obtained by adopt­
ing the sonic-box method in the transformed space. Because of the assumptions
 
made in deducing the governing equation to a manageable form, this technique
 
is applicable only to relatively thin wings. That is, the local mean Mach
 
number on the wing surface must not be very different from unity. Further,
 




The computer programs developed in references 1, 2, and 3 use the least­
square ethod to fit some of the input data, such as wing deflection or steady
 
Mach number distribution on the wing, and to fit the computed velocity poten­
tial with a form of pre-determined polynomial surface for the subsequent cal­
culation of the unsteady pressure and the generalized aerodynamic force
 
coefficients. The computer program described in reference 4 adopts the natural
 
cubic spline for fitting'calculated velocity potential and the spline-surface
 
for fitting input modal deflections and Mach number distribution instead of
 
the polynomial-surface fitting used in references 1, 2, and 3. The codes in
 
references 3 and 4 allow the computation of generalized aerodynamic force
 
coefficients for wings of zero and finite thickness; the swept trailing edges
 
are allowed but not the control surfaces.
 
The computer program presented in this report is developed according to
 
the "alternate technique" described in reference 5. The coordinate transfor­
mation technique as used in references 3.and,4fails when the, mean-local, Mach
 
number on the wing becomes very different from unity. In order to avoid this
 
problem, an alternate technique was proposed in reference 5 to approximately
 
account for the thickness effect, expressed in terms of mean local Mach number
 
on the wing, by including it directly in the basic doublet solution to replace
 
the coordinate transformation. The computerprogram thus developed is smaller
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In general, the basic assumptions and limitations applied to the computer
 
code in reference 4 also apply to the present code. However, the present
 
formulation avoids the difficulties associated with the artificial wake and
 
wing-surface fold-over due to multivalued transformation which limits, the
 
usefulness of the coordinate transformation formulation of reference 4. The
 
zero thickness wing portion of the computer code is unchanged from that of
 






b reference length (dimension = L) 
Cp pressure coefficient 
exp, e exponential function 
y7__T 
k reduced frequency, wb/U 
L unit of length 
Lij generalized aerodynamic force coefficient 
M local Mach number 
T unit of time 
UW reference velocity (freestream), (dimension L/T) 
x-y,z dimensionless Cartesian coordinates (reference length = b) 
Oij phase angle of Lij 
T maximum thickness to root chord ratio 
TO magnitude of oscillatory dimensionless small perturbation velocity 
potential 
0angular velocity (dimension = radian/T) 
subscripts denote quantity at leading edge 




The computer program described in reference.4 is based.Qn the coordinate
 
transformation technique to reduce the locally linearized equation with non­
constant coefficients for nonzero thickness wing at sonic speed to a linear
 
one with constant coefficients. This linear equation with the associated
 
bo6ndary conditions can, then, be solved with sonic-box method. When the mean
 
local Mach number on the wing becomes very different from that of the free­
stream, the transformation may become multivalued and consequently an arti­
ficial wake or wing-surface fold-over may be created in the transformed space.
 
This technique fails once it happens. In order to avoid this problem, an
 
alternate technique was proposed in reference 5 to approximately account for
 
the thickness effect, expressed in terms of mean local Mach number on the wing,
 
by including it in the basic doublet solution.
 




(Oyy + pOz7 - M2 (2ikpox - k2 cPo) = 0 , (1) 
where
 
'Po(x,y,z) = V(x,y,z,t).e -ikt
 
which is also equation (I) of reference 4.
 
The basic solution for equation (1), representing a point doublet oriented
 
parallel to the'z-axis at the origin and satisfying the required condition at
 
'i-nfliity for a small finite region on the wing where the value of M, the Mach
 
number, is considered to be constant, may be wtitten as
 
0 , x < O,
 
o0I ik zM2 
 M2(y 2+z2)
 
4-- exp {-iik[x + ] x>o, (2)
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in which M is regarded as a parameter.'.This solution satisfies equation (1)
 
only in a small finite region of the wing; so.the solution may be considered
 
to be of the locally linearized form. -

The only quantity in the program of reference 4 requiring modification
 







A 2= jjT- V y{2]} [(x-) +(--- dgdn (3)
 
A -kM2  1j exp - x ) + 2(yY-rt	 3 
E 
v
="ik 	m9I -u 
2i f exp [- u +_)] dudv 	 (4) 
where H = length of the box side
 
k = 	reduced frequency
 
M = 	mean local Mach number
 
i = 	 r--T 
k = 	kH
 
E = 	box at (9,7)
 
u = 	 (x-E)/H 
v = 	M(y-il)/H
 
The value of'the velocity influence coefficient computed in the sonic-box 
computer program is with M = 1.0 in equations (3) and (4). Under this con­
dition, the velocity influence coefficient is function of the wing geometry 
only. For M # 1.0, it becomes function of the Mach number also. The value 
of the modified velocity influence coefficient required in this alternate 
technique to account for the wing thickness effect may be evaluated from the 
table computed for M = 1.0 condition for the same reduced frequency. 
To evaluate the modified velocity influence co'efficient for this alter­
nate technique, one may do the following:
 
I. 	take the average value of the mean local Mach number at the cenfer of the'
 




2. 	multiply the spanwise distance between these two box centers by-the value
 
of the average Mach number,
 
3. 	interpolate the modified velocity influence coeffic'ient from the original
 
table for M = 1.0 with the value of the modi-fied spanwise distance,'v,
 




The rest of the computation remains practically unchanged except that the com­
putation in the transformed space is totally eliminated.
 
COMMENTS ON THE PROGRAM
 
The velocity potential influence coefficients for a wing of zero thick­
ness at a given frequency are only a function of the geometry. However, in 
addition to the geometry, they are also a function of the local Mach number 
distribution for the nonzero thickness wing under present formulation. It 
may be possible to perform the'integration inequation (3)analytically with 
a new formula or with that already in the earlier program with some 
approximation. No attempt was made to derive-the totally new formulation. 
One of the approximate methods which was studied but not implemented in the 
present program is to'substitute the local Mach number, M, in the integrand 
of equation (3)with (I-s), where e is a positive or a negative small number. 
After expanding the expotential function involving e term and neglecting 
all c2 or higher terms, one obtains an approximate form of the integrand, 
for a doublet at the origin and z = 0, as follows: 
(+ 	iek Y) exp ik +2L] (5). 
The exponential function in equation (5) is the same as that used in the case
 
for M = 1.0 and the routines in the earlier sonic-box computer program may be
 
utilized to perform the integration. Due to its complexity, and the addition­
a,-lt.ormputer storage and time required, this approximate method was not adopted
 
to generate the new velocity influence coefficient matrix with the Mach
 
number effect. Instead, it i's interpolated from the veloci-ty influence
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coefficient matrix for the zero thickness wing as described in the pre­
ceding section. The Mach number appearing in the exponential function in
 
equation (3) is only associated with the distance between receiving and
 
sending points and it is regarded as to modify the effective distance be­
tween these two points. Therefore, the average Mach number is used to
 
maintain its interchangeability. Another Mach number in equation (3) is
 
regarded as to modify the doublet strength. Since the integration is per­
formed over the surface of the sending box, it is logical to use the Mach
 
number at that point. This simplification in coupling the Mach number
 
effect enables a reduction of the size of the computer code and the compu­
tation time. The computed results appeared to be reasonable under the
 
assumptions of small perturbation theory and local linearization concepts.
 
In the present formulation, it implies as in the coordinate transforma­
tion formblation (ref. 4) that the Mach number variation in the spanwise
 
direction is not large. The accuracy of these methods decreases when a large
 
Mach number variation in spanwise direction exists. The present method,
 
however, does not fail abruptly as does the coordinate transformation method
 
when spanwise variation of Mach number becomes large enough to cause multi­
valued.transformation and hence fold-over of wing-surface.
 
Since no smoothing has been applied on either the input data or any com­
puted values in the data fitting process during the computation, the calcu­
lated unsteady pressure coefficient distribution may not be smooth and should
 
be used with caution. In order to use it, the computed pressure coefficient
 
should be put through a smoothing process such as the smoothing portion of
 
the two-dimensional cubic-spline fitting routines in the present program.
 
The pressure coefficient isobtained by differentiation of a set of numerical
 
values whereas the generalized aerodynamic force coefficient is obtained by
 
integration. Since integration itself is a smoothing process, the resulting
 
generalized aerodynamic force coefficient is considered to be acceptable with­
in the bounds of the accuracy of the numerical techniques and the adequacy of
 
the sonic-box method. The option of data smoothing is not provided in the
 
three-dimensional spline-surface fitting process used in the present code for
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input data such as wing deflections.and mean local Mach number. The spline­




Sample calculations are made for a delta wing and a rectangular wing
 
oscillating in plunge (Mode 1) and in pitch about the apex (Mode 2). The
 




The delta wing considered here is a flattened elliptic cone of aspect 
ratio 1.5 and thickness-to-root-chord ratio t = 0.1. Convergence with re­
spect to the number of boxes along the root chord for the generalized force 
coefficients (Lij) due to plunge and pitch about the apex, at a reduced 
frequency of k = 0.2, is shown in figure 2. The maximum numerical difference
 
within the applied range of 15 and 30 boxes along the root chord is about 4
 
percent, and the trend of convergence with and without thickness is essential­
ly the same. Based on the results shown in figure 2, it appears that the gain
 
in convergence by using a large number of boxes to represent the wing is not.
 
obvious as compared with a fortuitous selection of the number of boxes to
 
use. The numerical fluctuation in the convergence plot is largely caused by
 
the box arrangement along the wing leading edge which, in turn, is dependent
 
on the number of boxes selected for use along the wing root chord. Contri­
bution from the partial boxes along the leading edge has been taken into
 
account, but the fluctuation still exists.
 
The variation of each force coefficient, using 30 boxes along the root
 
chord, versus the reduced frequency is plotted in figure 3. The results from
 
figure 7 of reference 4 are also shown. The numerical difference between the
 
results for wings with and without thickness is very small, generally less
 
than one percent. This is a result of the Mach number, at each box-center
 
used inthe computation, lying within the narrow range of 0.92 and 0.98 in
 
chordwise direction and remaining constant in spanwise direction (see fig. 8
 
8 
-of ref. 4)_ However the thickness effect on flutter speed can be signifi-"
 
cant (ref. 6). The results for the'case with thickness obtained.from the
 




The rectangular wing considered here has aspect ratio 2.0 and a biconvex
 
(circular arc) airfoil with thickness-to-chord ratio T m 0.0521. The vari­
ation of each force coefficient, using 20 boxes along the root chord, versus
 
the reduced frequency is plotted in figure 4. The results obtained from the
 
present method, and from references 4 and 7, are included in the figure. The­
thickness effect on the rectangular wing is seen to be slightly larger than
 
that on the delta wing. This is probably caused by the wide range of Mach
 
number variation (fig. 6) on the rectangular wing, even though the thickness
 
ratio is only 0.0521 for the rectangular wing against 0.1 for the delta wing.
 
The present method predicts values higher than either Landahl's results
 
(ref. 7) for the zero thickness case or the results of reference 4 for the non­
zero thickness case. The difference of the generalized aerodynamic force co­
efficients for the nonzero-thickness case between the results obtained from
 
the present method and that of reference 4 is quite large. This might be
 
caused by the difference in interpretation of the effective distance between
 
the sending and the receiving points in the present method and the coordinate
 
transformation method used in reference 4. It is felt, however, that the
 
interpretation used in the present program is more physical-ly sound than that
 
used in reference 4. The phase angle predicted by the sonic-box method at
 
very low reduced frequency becomes meaningless when the magnitude of any force
 
coefficient approaches to zero with decreasing reduced frequency (for example, 
see figs. 4(b) and 4(d)). This is due to numerical inaccuracy and not to any­
inadequacy of the method. 
The steady-state pressure coefficient,obtained from reference 8 for the
 
rectangular wing considered here is shown in fjgure '5(a) for the chordwise
 
(x-directlon) distribution and in figure 5(b) for the spanwise (y-direction)
 
distribution. The corresponding Mach,numbers at the box-centers, interpolated­
9 
from the fitted spli'ne-surface, are plotted in figures.6(a) and 6(b). Th"
 
interpolated values deviate from the input data more near -the leading edge -, 
than near the trailing edge. This probably was cause& by.-the-use of more
 
dense spacing o# input points near the leading edge as,.compardd with those
 
near the trailing edge in chordwise direction and by the lack of input
 
points near the leading edge in spanwise direction, especially in the in­
board portion of the wing. A better fit than that shown in figures 6 (a) and
 
6(b) may be obtained by using more evenly spaced input points than those
 




A sonic-box method computer program is presented for the application of
 
a local linearization concept capab'le of accounting approximately for wing
 
thickness effects in unsteady sonic flow. The thickness effect, expressed in,
 
terms of the local steady Mach number, is directly included in the basic
 
solution. The local doublet strength is adjusted from the sonic flow con­
dition to that for the local -flow, and the governing equation is reduced to
 
the one used in the original sonic-box method for zero thickness wings. Thus,
 




Convergence of the numerical results with respect to the number of boxes
 
used in representing the wing planform seemed to depend more on the arrange­
ment of the boxes along a swept leading edge than on the total number of
 
boxes used, even though the partial boxes along the leading edge were in­
cluded in the computation. For a wing with unswept leading edge, the use of
 
a small number of -boxes (say, 15 to 20 along the root-chord) appeared t6 be
 
sufficient to obtain results that were essentially converged.
 
i 
When the input data require, spl-ine-surface fitting, the input points must
 
be selected in such a way that they are as uniformly-spaced as possible to
 
avoid locally-concentrated'large errors. A smoothing option for the two­
dimensional cubic-spline has been included in the present program, but it was
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not utilized in the-sample runs shown in this report. Since the box method
 
itself is numerical An nature, the dist-ribution of calculated values may not
 
always be smooth; and it may become necessary to perform the smoothing before
 
any gradients are evaluated.
 
Based on the sample runs made, the contribution due to thickness was not
 
found to be very large in comparison with the results calculated from the
 
coordinate transformation method. Due to the lack of reliable experimental
 
data, it is rather difficult to assess the validity of the present approach
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Figure 2. - Convergence of force coefficients due to plunge and pitch
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Figure-3. - Force coefficients due to plunge and pitch for delta wing
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'Figure 5. - Input steady state (mean) pressure ,coefficient on rectangular wing 
of aspect ratio 2.0 and thickness ratio 0.0521 '(reference 8). 
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(b) Spanwise direction. 
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(a) Chordwise distribution. 
Figure 6. - Computed steady state (mean) Mach number on rectangular 
wing of aspect ratio 2.0 and the thickness rat-io 0.0521. 
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The computer program listed in this appendix is dimensioned to handle
 
a maximum of 30 boxes, either in chordwise or spanwise directions, in approxi­
mating the wing planform. The maximum numbers of leading and trailing edge
 
segments are, respectively, 7 and 2 per semispan. The program can handle up
 
to 3 wing deflection mode shapes. The maximum number of points used in
 
spline-surface fitting is 100, sothe maximum number of input points to
 
describe the wing deflections and the Mach number or pressure coefficient
 
distribution is also 100. These limitations can easily be increased by
 
changing the dimensions of the corresponding variables in the computer program.
 
In order to activate the smoothing option in two-dimensional cubic-spline
 
data fitting, it is required that a two-digit fixed point number be assigned
 
-to the last argument, NSMOS, of subroutine SPLN1. The right digit is for
 
the control of the number of smoothings desired; and the left-digit is for
 
pre-interpolation, zero for omitting pre-interpolation and non-zero for in­
cluding pre-interpolation. The pre-interpolation is a process to increase the
 
number'of known points to be used in the interpolation by inserting an addi­
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Data are inpqt through the'.subroutine DATRDus'ing the. one d.imensional
 
array DA with a size of 1005. The allowable maximum number for some of the
 
input data as indicated below may be changed if the dimensions of the corre­
sponding storage array and computational operations are also changed accord­
ingly. 	 Subroutine DATRD initializes DA(1) through DA(22) to blank, the
 
weighting factors in DA(104), DA(108), ---, DA(500) to 1.0, and the remaining
 
portion of the DA array to 0.0.. Consequently, these are the default values.
 
The layout of the array DA(k) as it is presently used is similar to that in
 






13-19: 	 Mode title
 
20-22: 	 Not used
 
23: 	 Frequency, (cycle/sec)
 
24: 	 Overall length of wing in streamwise direction, (ft or meter)
 
25: 	 Speed of sound of the freestream, (ft/sec or meter/sec)
 
26: 	 (0) - indicates the frequency is the first one for a new wing
 




27: 	 Number of boxes in streamwise direction (maximum 30)
 
28: 	 Number of deflection modes (maximum 3)
 
29: 	 Number (m) of segments of leading edge per semispan to be
 
given, excluding segment from origin to yo (mmax = 7)
 
30-44: 	 Coordinates of points on the' leading edge, (ft or meter)
 
(in sequence of y0 ,x2 ,Y1 ,x2 ,Y2 ,-7-,xm,ym), mmax = 7
 
45: 	 Number (n) of segments of trailing edge per semispan to be 
given, (default: unswept trailing, edge), nmax = 2 
46-48: Coordinates of points on the trailing edge, (ft or meter) 
(in sequence of x0 ,yl,x1 for n = 2, 
or x0 (only)for n = 1, 
no input for n = 0;
 
last trailing edge point coincides with the last leading edge
 
point and is set internally)
 
25 
49: 	 Number of boxes allowed for upstream influence (if-this
 
location is left blank or assigned a zero, it will assume
 
DA(49)=DA(27) and in no case DA(49)>DA(27) is allowed).
 




(1) - indicates to calculate case without thickness effect only
 
'(2) - indicates to calculate case with thickness effect only
 












71-72: Coefficients of the Math number distribution polynomial (in
 


















101-500: Deflection data for a maximum of 100 points (in the sequence
 





701-1000: Pressure coefficient or Mach number data for a maximum of 100
 




The remaining part of DA array is used for the control of intermediate
 
results print out. When the latter is desired, a non-zero positive integer
 
number should be entered at locations in the DA array corresponding to the
 
information from the one particular subroutine that is needed.
 
26 
ORIGINAL DA4 1% 
OF POOR QIJAITy 
1001: 	 CBA: for wing deflection (DRED)
 
A1l, for NEWfr 1 
B=1, for NEW=2I. spline-surface fitted 
results
 
C 	 - not applicable 




B 	 - not applicable
 





















1004: 	 A: for Mach number (MRED)
 
A=l 	 - spline-surface fitted results
 
1005: 	 DCBA: for wing shape (SHAPE and PLNFM)
 
A=l, for NEW=I distributions of box, box area, leading and
 
B=, for NEW=2J trailing edges
 
C=1 	 - Mach number at box centers 
D 	 - not applicable
 
The format of the input data card is (Al, A5, 16, 6AI0, A8). The first
 
field is for the control of clearing the data-array, DA, for a new wing (+)
 
and the control to indicate the end of the set of data (-). The second field
 
is the indicator for the type of data, either numeric (blank) or alphameric
 
(ALPHA). The third field is the designator for the relative location in the
 
data array of the first number to follow in the fourth field. If this field
 
is left blank, or a zero is entered, the execution will be terminated. The
 
fourth and fifth fields are for five consecutive input data each occupying 12
 
columns plus 8 blank columns at the end. All the fixed point numbers are right­
adjusted and the decimal point for the floating point number must be in.cluded.
 
If an input datum is left blank, no change at the storage location for that
 
particular datum in the data array will occur unless the set of the input
 
data is for a new wing.
 
27 
Those storages currently not-used in array DA marked with * are reserved 
for future improvements in the method used for the functional form of data 
input. Those marked wi.th ** are reserved-for the case.where large'numbers 




A typical input data deck set-up for an aspect ratio 1.5 delta wing
 
having an elliptic lateral cross-section with 10% thickness ratio performing
 
plunge and pitch about its apex are given below.
 
The input format is (Al, A5, 16, 6A10, A8).
 
Card 1: title of the case under consideration. 
Card 2: title of the first mode of deflection. 
Card 3: first frequency (cycle/sec), center] ine'chord length (ft), 
reference velocity (ft/sec). 
Card 4: number of boxes along the centerline chord, number of deflection 
modes, number of total leading edge segments of the wing. 
Card 5: spanwise coordinate (ft) of the first section of the leading edge, 
chordwise and spanwise coordinates (ft) of the next section (the 
sequence is yo, x1 , yl -- e.g., see figure 1). 
Card 6: first mode of deflection f = 1.0 
the " - " sign indicates the end of the group of data cards to 
be read at this stage. 
Card 7: title of the second mode. 
Card 8: second mode of deflection f = O.lx. 
Card 9: identification of the type of input regarding the wing thickness 
effect (Mach number for this case), number of points on the wing 
this information to be given. 
Cards 10 to 69:
 
chordwise and spanwise coordinates (ft) of a point on the wing, and
 
the Mach number at this point.
 
"
 the 1 - " sign on the last card indicates the end of the group of
 
data cards to be read at this stage.
 
Cards 70 and 71:
 














The card images are as follows:
 
1 2 -3 4 5 6 7 S1 3
2 45678901345678901234567R9o234569o012 45 67892345678901234567890123456789
 





23 0.159154941 10.0 1000.0 
 3
 
27 30 a 4 	 4 
30 0.0 10.0 3.75 	 5
 
- 52 1.0 
ALPHA 13PITCH ABOUT ROO T LEADING EDGE Xz0.0 
6
7 
52 0,0 0.1 8 
96 1 60 
 9
 
701 0.1 0.14023Z 

704 0.3 0.135125 11
 
307 0.5 0.132175 12
 
710 0.7 0.129943 13
 
713 0.9 0.128064 14
 
716 1.3 0.124980 15
 
719 1.7 0.122340 16
 
722 2.1 0.119963 17
 
725 2.5 0.117746 18
 
728 2.9 0.11S627 19
 
731 3.3 0.113564 

734 3.9 0.110510 21
 
737 L.S 0.107428 22
 
740 5.1 0.104243 23
 
743 5.7 0.100872 24
 
746 6.3 0.097215 PS
 
749 6.9 0,093129 ?6
 
752 7.5 0.088395 27

755 7.9 0.084697 28
 
758 8.3 0.080342 29
 
761 8.7 0.074970 

764 9.1 0.067825 31 
767 9.3 0.063062 32 
770 9.5 0.056823 33 
773 9.7 0.047661 34 
776 9.9 0.029651 35 
779 1.7 0.5 0.122340 36 
782 3.3 1.0 0.113564 37 
785 4.5 1.0 0.107428 38 
788 5.7 1.0 0.100872 39 
791 6.9 1.0 0.093129 
794 8.3 1'd 0.080342 41 
797 9.5 1.0 0.056823 42 
800 4.5 1.5 0.107428 43 
803 6.3 Z.0 0.0972158 44806 7.5, 2.0 0.088395 45 
809 8.7 2.0 0.074970 46 
81l 9.7 2.0 0.047661 47815 8.3 2.5 0.080342 48 
818 9.7 3.0 0.047661 49 
81 2.5 0.5 0.117746 
8e4 3.9 0.5 0.110510 51 
827 5.1 05 0.104243 52 
830 6.3 0.5 0.097215 53 
833 7.5 O.5 0.088395 54 
836 9.1 0.5 "0.067825 - 55 
839 9.9 0.S 0.029651 56 
842 s.1 1.5 0.104243 57 
845 6.3' 1.5 0.097215 58 
848 7.9 1.5 0.084697 59 
851 9.1 1.5 0.067825 .854 9.9 1.5 0.029651 63 
857 5.7 2.0 0.100872 62 
860 6.9 2.5 0.093129 63 
863 9.5 2.5 0.056823 64 
866 9.9 2.5 0.029651 65 
869 8.3 3.0 0.080342' 66 
872 9.1 3.q 0.067825 67 
875 9.5 3.5 0.056823 - 68 
878 9.9 3.5 0.029651 69 
23 1'.591549407 1 

23 6.36619762e 





ORIGINAL, P~~F POOR QUA 2 
Sample Output
 
ASPECT RATIO 1.5 DLTA WI'tG (TAU=O.10) 
30 BOXES ALONG ROOT C4ORD ROnT CHIRD LENGTH 
REDUCED FREQUENCY = .010 FREE STREAM VELOCITY 
FREQUENCY = t.592E-O1 CYCLE/SEC 
MODE NO. I PLUNGE 




GENEt ALIZED FnRCES (NC ThICKNESS EFFECT) 






















































GENEPALIZED FIRCES (L1TH THICKNESS EFFECT) 
M,SF S 
"ES. EEFL. REAL PART IAG PART 
2 1 -2.#3541F 0O -2.33020E-02 








ASPECT RATIO 1.5 OELTk WING 
31 'XFS ALONI '!IT C-ORD 
(TAU=O.10) 
ROPT CHIRD LENGTH 10.00 FT 
REDUCED FRFQUFNCY = -100 
FPEOUENCY = 1.59?E+00 CYCLEtSFC 
MIQF NO. I 
MODE N0. 2 
FREE STREAM VELOCITY tO00.0 FT/SEC 
3ENFQALI7fD FnRCES (N' 
"ODES 
PQES. CEFL. REAL PART 
1 1 3.6b26PF-04 











GENFALIZED FIRCES (NC 
PICES 
P0 ES. DEFL. REAL PART 
2 1 -2.2556F-00 











MODE '0. 1 
-ODE NO. 2 
GEJFPALIZED F"RCES (WITH THICKNESS EFFECT) 
MODES 
POES. OEFL. REAL PART IMAG PART 
I- 1 -7.33272E-O -2.42506E-01 







GENEPALIZFD FrRCES (WITH THICKNESS EFFECT) 
RIDES 
POES. DEFL. 'REAL PART IMAG PART 
2 1 -,2.43011F+60 -2.34356E-01 









OF POOR QIJAIjJT\ 
ASPECT RATIO 1.5 DELTA WING (TAU=O.10)
 
30 BOXES ALONG ROOT CHORD ROOT CHORD LENGTH 10.00 FT 
REDUCED FREQUENCY = .400 FREE STREAM VELOCITY Z 1000.00 FT/SEC 





GENERALIZED FIRCES (NE THICKNESS EFFECT)
 
PIPFS 
PfES. DEFL. REAL PART IMAG PART ABS. VALUE PHASE ANGLF 
I I 2.60265E-02 -9.51379E-01 9.51735E-01 -89.4330 
1 2 1.93704E-02 -6.28#*IE-O1 6.28740E-01 'SR.2345 
GENFEALIZED FnRCES (N) THICKNESS EFFECT)
 
MIDES 
POES. DEFt. REAL PART IMAG PART ABS. VALUE PHASE ANGLE 
2 1 -2.41529E.O0 -9.9R983E-01 2.61373E-00 -157.5296 





GENE'ALIZED FORCES (WITH THICKNESS EFFECT) 
PQES. DEFL. REAL PART INAG PART ABS. VALUE PHASE ANGLE
 
1 1 1.95356E-02 -9.4336?E-01 9.43564E-01 -88.8137
 
1 2 1.17730E-02 -6.19079E-01 6.19191E-01 -88.9105
 




PPES. PECC. REAL PART IPAG PART ABS. VALUE PHASE ANGL
 
2 1 -2.30926F-00 -q.75339E-O1 2.58993E-00 -157.3775
 
0





I PUT, JTPUT,TAt51=NPUT,TAPE6OUTPUT) 	 SBOXR2 2 
'LA Ll IJXES THE CEPTERLINE CHORD ALLOWED 4 
1,. t STATEmENT SBOXR. S 
=. : ,. ,KL ,ILES SBOXRZ 
tL 	 (I= NtP ;F ALING SBOXR2 
I M- ALLUOLO IN DIMENSION STATEMENT 	 6 
L ..,-, rt- . .r3ttS ALLOWED FOR SPLINE FITTING 	 SBOXRZ 7 
L - .', 4LiLt IN )1-tcrI0h STATEMENT 	 SBOXR2 8
 
tt~ /. 	 -A.(3),y(~JXEVJXlEf3ObiEIRM3),AR00O.30) 	 2 
L. 	 ,tLI-'),,t-,(3u,"TZ,3J),MLC(2,30),MBAhA(30,301 A 3 
AL;bO(lytJ(f st:,rINSXTOG(3) YTDG(3V)NTDGNST A 
C ,bPl(jUb),SFnY(LOO),SFOH(103),KSFMT(103,104),,NM A 5 
-L ,OA(IC0 ,AK=A,CKE,-H,,IYHAXJMAXJMAK,-IEDGIWLNEW A 6­
UI1$tSI t A(, 0,iO), [Zd30,30) SBOXR2 10 
,SFIA (13,3kSFEYt100,),SFDH(103,3)9KSFDI3)9G(3) .SBOXR2 11 
AArL .ff /£ .SBOXRZ 12 
SBOXR2 13 
1 " ... SBOXR2 14 
tE~,G-c 	 SOOXRZ 15 
NTCGI=3 	 SBOXRZ 16
 
" .. .S80XRZ 	 17 
ll=3 SBOXR2 18 
he=100 S..XRZ -'- V9 
C 	 HATCH AdGOV NLMtEgS TO TIHE DEFINED-DIMENSION IN STORAGE ARRAYS SBOXR2 20 
ML=6+I- SBOXR2 21 
HC=Z4hi SBOXR2 22 
NM=NR+3 SBOXRZ 23 
,RITE(IW,55) SBOXRZ 24 
C READ DATA FOR THE ACTUAL WING SBOXRZ 25 
100 	 CALL DATRD(DA) SBOXRZ 26 
NEW=1 SBOXR2 27 
TESTlSOA(10G1).DA(10021+DA(1003)+DA10041*ODA(1005I SBOXRZ 28 
CKDA(Z3)*DA(241/OA (251b.Z8318531 SBOXRZ Z9 
DI-DA(27) SBOXRZ 30 
L=DI SBOXRZ 31 
0=1.001 	 32-SBOXRZ 

DH=0.5*0 	 SBOXRZ 33 
WRITE(IW.60) (OA(I)1=-171 SBOXRZ 34 
110 IF iL) 600,600,1ZO - SBOXRZ 35 
120 IF (MB-L) 600,130,130 SSOXRZ 36 
130 WRITE(IW,65) L,0A421JCKDA(25).DA(23) SOXRZ 37 
IF IDA(26)) 160,15O,160 SBOXRZ 38 
150 CALL SHAPE SBOXRZ 39 
IF(NEW.EQ.21 GE TO 180 SBOXRZ 40 
AC-8.O/AREA SBOXRZ 41 
160 LI " LIL) SBOXRZ 42 
IF (LIN-") 110,170,650 SBOXRZ IT 
170 LIM2-2*NB SBOXRZ 44 
HFLMS - DA(491 SBOXRZ 45 
IFIMFLNS.EO.0) HELMS - L SBOXRZ 46 
LPOT - MINOILtFLNS - - v. SBOXRZ 4f 
LIMI NB.- -. - - . 'SBOXRZ 48. 
CALL 	 P0124LIftLIM29LPOTCKDA) - 50,SBOXR2. 49 
- " SBOXRZ 180 	CONTINUE 
R-0 SBOXR2 51 
KDA428) SBOXRZ 52 
GO TO 230 SBOXRZ S3 
C- SBOXRZ S4 
C 	 PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS ARE FINISHED. SBOXRZ "55 
THE 'NEXT SECTION 15 GONE THROUGH FUR EACH-MODE.. SBOXRZ - -
C 	 SBOXR2 57 
210 IFU4EH.EQ.Z) GG TO 30 	 SBOXRZ 59 






23 -KAS80XR2 	 61 
230 K-K-1 °" - -R --	 b 
5BUXRZ .6z
 
IF(TESTI.LT.l.) GO TO'250 	 SBOXRZ 63
 
WRITi-I I,53 .. . . .. 	 SBOKRZ -Sa64
 
250 WRITEIIW,11 M 	 SsOXRZ 65
 
15 FORMATIIHO.1SX1HMUODE NO.,13) SBOXR2 67 
16 F0RNAT(1H+,30,?A1O) 5BOXRZ 68 
IF (DA26)) 210,28.290 SBOXR2 69 
-t --- - - - -c -- -	 -- -70 
280 IF INEW.EQ.2) GO TO ZS 	 5BOXBZ 71 
-TPRkiN~TAiO1 --- -- -5I0IM 12 
CALL DRED(SFDXSFDYSFDHKSFD.SFMXSFMYSFHHKSFMDAT SsOXRZ 73 
,XXYYIW.LMLC..MD.NBHEW.NHKSS.~IY T~R SBOXKZ --7 
C SBOXRZ 75 
6 oi)=nT - - SBUXW 76 
* 	290 IF(K) 310,310,300 SBOXRZ 77 
300 If ({ibT-26fti7ui;3 - "3'BOXR2 78 
310 CONTINUE SBOXR2 79 
IF(I,Ixat(5O3.r?.2A G.NF.FG.1)CO TO 490 SBOXR2 81
 
O 1-6 rl=I,n SBOXR2 8z
 






,tL- stLAYY, ThGYTG,,XTE.SFDXSFDYSFDHKSFDSDCX SBOXRZ 87 
.I,L,1L,fi,NZINST,S,MD,NE,,K.hKSFSIPRINTI SBXR2 88 
S8OXR2 89 
ir (1%(f3 5',0,3o0, 33) 	 SBOXRZ 90 
* 1)SBOXRZ 91 
Lt.,ffiGC C s~TrTU.A -- --- __ HxR7- - 92 
- SBOXRZ 93 
AJfl.4,.1)-.93.11b9o5SBDX(R2 94 
" L SBOXR 95 
SBOXR2 96
 
:= A.J SBOXR2 97
 
S -- - -- SBZKXRT 
I'--I=<( {lil SBOXRZ 99 
, .iA.YI.ATJG,YT"G,XIE,XLE,A,AR,OANT,EDGSCKDYE SBOXR2" 100 
SBOXR2 101 
•J<*.., .sL.nL.,1,hEkNSTIMaMC n 0) ... .S6OXR2 102 
SBOXRZ 103 
•..--"--" . - , - - . --.. .... 	 ... !1-'- - -­- .. . .. 
SBOXR2 105
 
IT F .L-lZ:C F'JCES FCp LACH MODE 	 SB R2 1 .06 
SBOXRZ 107 
T. 't -- S80Xk2"- 108 
(1-, SBOXRZ 109 
If.L ti.i,1),t2 ,t(3 	 SBOXRZ III 
410 WRITiL IW,2C) 	 SBOXRZ 112 
JF(Nt".EO.) hiITLLIW,2z) SBOXR2 113 
IFINLH.EO.2) WRITE(IW.24) SBOXR2 114 
kERITE ([da) S8OXR2 115 
20) FL'RflA7II/HOIUA,bHEHtRALIZEO FORCES) SBOXRZ 116 
22 LRATIIH.8X,2N (NO THICKNESS EFFECT))- - - SBOXR 11.7 
24 FCI'fAT(lr+-,2X, A'H (11TH THICKNESS EFFECT)) SBOXR2 118 
2" F0"-FOrHA1[1-HU5,5HHDES/iA,11HPRES. OEFL.,OX,9HREAL PARTIOX,9HINMAG SBOXR2 119 
SPAU1,10X,U0AES. VALUE,6X,IIHPHASE ANGLE)----------- ... SBOXRZ 120 
C S80XRZ 121 
oU q/O n2=1,n sSOXR2 122 
c SBOXRZ 123 
fLALL FUC1 XXYYSSFDX.SFDYSFOHKSFOKSFSXLEXTE,YAX SBOXR2 124 
SjAMA ,JNAKMLTiLNEWM2, B,HDNBNMCKTI . SBOXR2 125 
c SBOXRZ 126 
t,=AC T , ....-. SBOXR2 -127 
S2=At4T1Z,1) SBOXR2 128 
53= )URTCS1=¢c+5 ¢2) SBOXRZ 129 
S4t7.9bbCATAN (S2,S1) S80XR2 130 
35 
50 WRITEIIW,30) riM ,S1,52,53,54 SBoXR 131
 
30 FURNAIT (1hl0216,1P3Er-9.5,0.P1F6.A)- - SBOXR2 132~ 
470 LUN TINU SBOXR2 133 
480 WITIL (IW,551 SBXR - 134S80XR2 134
 
490 CN IAUE " 
- IFtOA(Zb).GI.C.) GO TO 510 S80XRZ 136 
uO 500 1=13,22 SBOXR2 137 
500 DA(I)s1 SBOXRZ 138 
510 IF IIFZX(DA(5)i--.EQ.O) ob OXR? 139GO T S. A 
IFtNEW.tO.2) CL TO.100 - SBOXR? 140 
ME.,SBOXR2Q 141 
IF (uAtZb) 18C,560180 SBOXRZ 142 
580 IPRINT-DAIIG0) B . m 
CALL fRD(DATNMNBKSFMSFMXSFNYSFMH,IWIPRINT)F SBOXRZ 144 
co TibU - - -- .S O 145 
C SBOXR- 146 




590 IPT=30 SBOXRZ --

GG To b1 SBOXRZ 150 
boo IPR=27- . . .... ... ...... ...... .. . ... .... . S-Uff 15 1 
bIG Wkl(TIk,3 IPR SBOXRZ 152 
35 FUbnAT(IhOIX,8HBAD UATAI4) . .. SBOXRZ 153 
GO TO 700 SBOXR? , 154 
650 WRITE (IWiACI 3sBOXRZ 155 
40 FU.MAT(IHOIOX,42HLATERAL LIMIT ON NUMBER OF BOXES EXCEEDED.) SBOXR2 156
 
700 STOPSBXZ 5 
55 FORMA(Hfl) SBOXRZ 158 
60 FORMAT1Ilf,10X,7A10) S8OXRZ I9 
65 FORIAT(IHO,10X,12,23H BOXES ALONG ROOT CHORD, SBOXR2 160 
1 15X,ZZrfROOT CHORD LENGTH =,FO.2,3H FT/ SBOXR IfbI 
z 1H0,10,I1H9KEUCD FREQUENCY -,F6.3, SBOXRZ 162 
3 LSXZ2fFRzeE STRFEAM ViELOCITY =,-F8.2,7H FI/SECJ SBOXRZ2 163 
4 LHC,iox,IIHFgEJUENCY -,1PEI1.3.L0H CYCLEISEC) -- SBOXRZ 164 






,URq-4' GATRIDDATA I 	 DATRO 2 
C""' CARRUEAD SUBOUINE ")ATR)(UATA))A
 
ODU]NSE, D'Jt1U42),DATAgIIDDRBUI O DATR 4 
DAIt'Vt0StHALPFAI.DTEST/IH IETEST,1H-hS7ST1ifH0 - -OATr-R -- - -DATkt I' . .	 DATRD 6 
12-5 	 - C-ATR ?Di ­
I,-6 DATRD a
 
I READ (XR.2) ENIHALPINDIDRBU(1),I-1,7) DATED 9
 
2 FGRHAfHA1,A5,It,6AIOAI -. DATRD 10
 
IF(IN.EC.0 Go TO 20 	 DAT-W 1"1
 
IF fEIH.HE.SIEST) GO TO 105 DATRD - 12
 
C NEU WING IF COLUMN I CONTAINS A PLOS" SIGN ...... ." " i
 
C INITIALIZATION OF DATA ARRAY DATRD 14
 
00 101 1I23,1C05 DATRD 15 
101 DATAII)-O.0 DATRD 16 
. D 102l =1,22 ..... " - v 





103 DATA(I)=l.O DATRO 20 
*'I-T 	 COS-IjINUL ..... .... ---- ­
11 (ALP.EO.ATEST) Ud TO 9 DATRO 22 
I- IALP.NE.CTEST) J TO 8 DATRO 23 
C 	 NUMERIC CARZ DATRD 24
 




L t;-TI= DATRD 77
 
STT .0u=(viu IJ) 28
q U ,: J I,1,1)5DATRO 
5 - 29.=, 	 DATRD 

T ~li ,DATRD 30 
c" ST Fj& -LAN6-riti 1 DATRD 31 
- s 4.,7 32i"N 	 DATRD 

_ T:i,:, )=.-L() DATRD 33 
-I DATRD 34 
,T; U DATRD 35 









c s-:-i -.flA1'5 A rINUS ICN DATRO 41
 
DATRO 42 
-*. -- DATRD 43 
'- DATRD 44 
,'--iT DATRl 45 
DATRO 4 
DATRO 47 
- U , 4 sl i~,~i'a,(~rv1l~L~i -- --- -- DATRO 50 
DATRD 42 
=.%L -I, T-IS AU. JOS TERMINATED -) 	 DATRD 54 
DATRO 55 
-. T(I,!',t-,ti~ -w , 'ATA CkZDIl)- DATRO S6 








-.	 SHAPE 2 
( ,f ly-T),IL-( ,)J,XTL( IU),LDG(30-,-AR(3O,30) A --- 2 . 
SA 3 
C-h I y. j oJNt,,,IqSXTD(,3) YTDG(3) NTOGINST A 
.ft (. 4J,: -((1IUV,) SFH(LU3),KSFH T(03,104 NBHM A 5 




I 	 SHAPE 74 1




iNI I-4LL4JLTL ... ... SHAPE 
k iT=p"1P14/1 C I T E  SHAPE 11 IF .EW.EQ.I IRITt=IPKIN-IJ SHAPE 12 









IF I(N) 85b,65CIO SHAPE 16
 
100 IF (NS-NECGI-I) 10,10,,5O SHAPE 17
 
1O NSP=hN+S 
 SHAPE 18 
NS=NSP- - - ­ - SHAPE - 19 
IF (JAI2)) o t b5,,1U SHAPE 













IF (HST) 871,125,130 SHAPE 26
 





GO TO 141 
 SHAPE 29
 
L30 IF INST-NTOGI41) 135.135,871 SHAPE 

1 135 NSTP-MST 
 SHAPE i-

DO 140 IlKSTP 
 SHAPE 32
 
yTDGtflsOA(2#443)/DA(14) SHAPE 33 
140 XTDGIIJ.0A(2*I14)/DAI24) SHAPE 34 
















00 111 falL,10GI SHAPE 42 
XTTDfGIIIafllI-1) SHAPE 43 
142 fTl4 4I=YTDG(I-1) SHAPE 44 
,50 IF t48 (XmOGINiSTP I-XEDGUISP J YfOGENSTPI-TEOGtNSP) 2.GT.ERARI SHAPE 45 
s GO TO 871 SHAPE 46 
0-1 550 SHAPE 41 
C SHAPE 48 
C. FOR'WING WITH THICKNESS 	 SHAPE 49 
£ 	 COIVPIE HA-H iWNBER DISTRIBUTION ON PHYSICAL WI1"G SHAPE 




210 A0AAJ,1)4.O -SHAPE "54 
DO 215 I=I,L SHAPE 55 
- S- J.J9flB 
IFT 215 	 SHAPE 56





CALL 5URF2(XX(IhYyJK, AMA(II),DMDMSFMXSFMY,SFNHKSF,1) SHAPE 59 
Ed N15dINUE SHAPE 
IriJKIT.E.0 CO hU Z35 SHAPE 61
 




DO 230 1-1,L SWAPE 64
 







JL =fLC 2,I-MLCtI1,II*1 SHAPE 66 
IFEJL.EQ.O) GO TO 230 SHAPE 67 
WRITE1Itw70) I SHAPE IT 
JLP=JL/6. SHAPE 69 
* 	 IF4"jtZG:6CTP. EF.h) J0t=JLPtI_ SHAW' ?o 
KIMLC(I41,- SHAPE 71 
JL-LC42,I) SHAWE 72 
00 225 J-IJLP SHAPE 73 
K-KI.J 	 SHPE 7w 
225 WRITEIIW.80) (Ji1,AMA[JII)I.)JISK,JL,JLP SHAPE 75
 
230 CONTINUE SHAPE 76
 
C = 	 SHAPE 77
 
- ' ... .. 	 . . .. .. . .. HA nE '8... r 

GO lu 75 SHAPE 79 
550 YITYEDG() - HTAP . w 
YMAX'YEDG(NSPI SHAPE 81 
.....-- TI L. O. G - ... .. . . .SHAPE 1z 
AREA-0.0 . ... . - SHAPE 83 
.xxtIl-. H SHAPE 8w 
Y.Y(1208H SHAPE 85 
YY(I)=YYI-1)+D SHAPE 87 
560 XX4II=XXtz-1Js .. .- SHAPE 88 
C SHAPE 89 
c tALjc ATr-VFY-TIC--U--"fl--AR- AIff-f"LfNr-r ---- ..-- - SPE 40 
C COMPUTE AND ICENTIFY BOX DISTRIBUTION ON THE WING PLANFORM SHAPE 91 
5-6CALL PLKFH(XbDGYEDGXTDGYTDGXXYYXLEXIEARAREAD SHAPE -9 
S ,IW,L,MBNL,MLC,MLWNEWNSNSTIRITE) SHAPE 93 
____ _______-- SfFAVUF -94 
IF CMLCLJ.GT.ME) GO TO 825 SHAPE 95 
JHAX-O 	 SHAPE 97
 
J IAKtO 	 SHAPE 98 
00 570 I1.L -SHAPE 99 
JNAK=MAXO(JhAMHLC2,I)) -SHAPE -- -TO 
570 JNAX=NAXO(JAX,ML 1I)) SHAPE 101 
JNX=JMAK ---- -- 102 
C SHAPE 103 
c FIND ORDER OF LEADING EDGE BOX AT J--H CHKDWISE ROW SHAPE 1" 
C SHAPE 105 
o0 62 J-1TJ-AX ----- 106SHAPE 
EgG(J)=0.O SHAPE 107 
- DO 620 X1,2 HAVE -- 108 
620 HLTK,J)=O SHAPE 109 
II=L SHAPE - I 
1Zfl SHAPE 11 
KI=0 SHAPE "12 
DC o55 J=1,JMX SHAPE - 113 
030_IF (MLC2,I)II.GE.J) GO TO 632 SHAPE 114 
I IuI I - SHAPE 115 
GO TO 630 _ . . - . -... . . . .. . . . . SHAPE 116 
632 NZl=li SHAPE 117 
C FINB ORDER OF TRAILING EDGE bOX AT J-Th CHORDWISE ROW SHAPE 118 
b34 IF([2.GT;L) GC TO 038 SHAPE 119 
1F tMLC(,I2J.CT.) Ki=i SHAPE 120 
IFFK1.EO.O GC TO t35 SHAPE 121 
IF CfLC2,IZl.EU.O.AhD.NZI.NE.0) GO TO 64b SHAPE 122 
635 MLS=IABS(NLNEI2))-"SHAPE "123 
IF (MLHI2).E.0) Go TO 636 SHAPE 124 
I2=I2 i SHAPE 125 
- . K2-l ... SHAPE 126 
GC TO o34 SHAPE 127 
-128636 IFUILS-Ji tA,t4t,t38 	 -___- -- SHAPE 
638 F(KZ.LT.0) GC T0 o48 SHAPE 129 
IF IMLW(I2}) tA,42,6, b b " - SHAPE 130 
b42 2=I2+K2 SHAPE 131 
iF(I2.LE..L) GE TO 634 SHAPE 132 
M22L SHAPE 133 
12 =L SHAPE 134 
GO TO 652 SHAPE 135 
t44 &2flL44112)/tLS ______ SHAPE 136­
-39 
GO TO o4Z SHAPE 137­
6b6 NZ2I2-1 SHAPE 138 
GO TO 652 SHAPE 139 
b48 NZ2=I2 SHAPE 140. 
AZ ,iT..c. SHAPE 141 
HLYTlJ)NZI SHAPE 142 
"LTIZ,J)=HZZ SHAPE 14­
655 CONTINUE SHAPE 144 
C SHAPE 145 
C FIND ORDER OF %4ING flUXES AT EACH I-TH SPANWISE COLUMN SHAPE 14#6 
DO O70 I=1,L SHAPE 147 
IF (ILW(I)) b64,662,662 SHAPE 148 
662 MLC(II)=flLW(I)3l SHAPE 149' 
IF IMLCL2,I).EG.OI *LC(I1I)-0 SHAPE 150 
GO TO 670 SHAPE .151 
664 LC(,I)-IABS(MLWI))-1 SHAPE 152 
sLC(1i =1 SHAPE 153 
670 CONTINUE SHAPE 154 
IF(IRITE.EQ.O) GO TO 618 SHAPE 156 
WRITE(IW,65) SHAPE 157 
IF(NEW.EQ.I)_RITE(IW,77) SHAPE 158 
IF(MEW.EO.23 bRITE(IW,78) -- -- SHAPE 159 
WRITc(IW,82) SHAPE 160 
DO 672 JiJHX SHAPE 161 
672-WRITE(IW,85) JMLT(1,J3NLT(2,J) SHAPE 162 
WRITEIIW,83) ,SHAPE 163 
00 67q J-L SHAPE 164 
C 674 WRITE(IW.85) JJtIt lJ),NLC(2,J) SHAPE-- 165 
67-WRITEtIW.I85) 4j.t iJ).:#ML.C2,Jt.WIJ MHLEJ) SHAPE 166 
678 COINTINUE SHAPE 16? 
. " - . SHAPE 168 
IF(XEb(HSP).CT.1.) GJ T3 965 SHAPE 169 
. SHAPE 170 
OY=YEDGEHSP)-YLUGfhtn) SHAPE 171 
IF(AAS(DY).LE.LRR) i 3G=1 SHAPE 172 
IFIOY.LT.O.) GC TJ d?7 SHAPE 173 
C CCHPUTL VALUES F'K LEADING E9Of, CCRECTION SHAPE 174 
YMAXL=YMAXOYMAX SHAPE 175 
rY= SHAPE 176 
50 72C J=IJMX SHAPE 177 
IF (IEDG) 710,715,713 SHAPE 178 
C DV IN FOLLCWING LXeKc:SSI(J IS AkdMTA Y SHAPE 179 
710 ELG(J)-SQRT((YrAX2-YY(J)4YY(J)I (Y*(2.4YsAX-OY)I) SHAPE 180 
IF (2o(J,.GT.1.u) ", TJ 71 SHAPE 181 
-GO-d 7 .. SHAPE 182 
715 L£G(tJv=.u SHAPE 183 ­
72O CCNTINUt SHAPE 184 
C SHAPE 185 
750 CCNTINLt SHAPE 186 
C SHAPE 187 
-- 9W C-TN . . .. SHAPE 188 
C SHAPE 189 
kLTURN SHAPE 190 
c SHAPE 191 
800 ILPRaRA8O SHAPE 192 
T(1.1)=AEG(K) SHAPE 193 
7(21 )E~b(K)SHAPE 
-194 
IEk:c. SHAPE " 195 
GO T3 U43 SHAPE 196 
805 IEAOR=80W" SHAPE -197 
GC TO 840 -... .. SHAPE 198 
dl0 IERROR=SlO SHAPE 199 
~~rrrnrrnr--7E 
- sa --- n7w---
T(2,1)NSP SHAPE 201 
- . .. . . SHAPE- 202 
GO TO 840 SHAPE 203 
815 IEROR- .... .. ... SfHAPE 20 
GO TO 840 SHAPE 205 
820 ILR-' .: SHAPE ZO 






T(2,I)-YEDG(HSP. SH5P" Z-'r 
T -3,S1-NSP SHAPE 209 
Go TO alto SHAPE 2Z1 
B75 IERRUt=f """ 
SHAPE 213 
I~SHP 11.) - EW ­
Tt3,1) L(KI 215
E SHAPE 
--- T(,)NLK-1) SHAPE Z16 
IER-' SHAPE 217 
-GOTO 840 Uwe-r Z 
827 IERROR827 SHAPE 219 
TIII YEOG(NSP) S"APE ZfO 
T (2,1)YEDGinSN 
S*Pj Ii 
T44,1)94isfl SHAM! 223 
IER-4 swE 24 








. S~A ~ 
840 WRITEI,2O) IERROR, (TI ,1I-1.IER) Z35 
STOP .la6t 
850 191-29 SHAMl aw 
Go TO 890 Ser 22 
8 IPR2a- e SHAPE *39 
Go TO 890 SHAPE 240 
860 IPR-30 SHAPE Z41 
Go TO 890 SHAPE 2 2 
$65 K- MINO(K.NS) SHAPE 2113 
IPR=2*KP29 SHAPE 244 
GO T0 890 SH4APE 245 
871 1PR4-15 SHAPE 246 
890 WRITE SHAPE - 24? 
a (IW,10)IPR SHAPE 248 
10 FORHATI1HO01OX,17HSHAPE - SAD DATAIS) SHAPE 249 
ZO FORHAT(IHO,IGX,3BHBAD NUMBER IN SHAPE HEAR STATEMENT NO.,15, SHAPE 250 
I IIH ,l15,P8E14.bj SHAPE 251 
40 FDRNAT(IIHOX5,3HHO.,IZ,43H REDIFSTRIBUTION OF WING LEADING EDGES, SHAPE 252 
. HSI1,4iH) = I2,7H IEDG,3H - .11) 
 SHAPE 253 
15 FORMAT(/IO5X,Z5HW4G TRAILING EDGES, MST(,I1,4H) - .121 SHAPE 254 
$ lOh, IEDG - ,11) SHAPE 255 
50 FORMAT(4(bX,13,1P2E1.4)) SHAPE 256 
60 FDRlATltIL,5X,47HLOCAL MACH NUMBER DISTRIBUTION ON PHYSICAL WINGI) SHAPE 257 
b5 FORMATi(IHi) SHAPE 258 
70-FGRIAT(IH0,5X,12,19H-TH SPANWISE COLUMN) --- HAPE" 259 
75 FORNATtlHG5XI2,7H-TH CHORDWISE ROW) SHAPE 260 
77 FORM-ATIOXlSkPHYSICAL WING/II) SHAPE 261 
78 FCRMAT(OXIb-TRANS&ORMEO WING/l/) SHAPE 262 
80 FCRiAT(IH SX,6(2XI3,IPE13.5)) SHAPE 263 
82 FORMAT(I5X,.bbOROER OF FIRST(LEADINC)-AND LAST(TRAILING) WING BOX SHAPE 264 
lIN CI1ORD dSE AC //ZuX,1HJ,3X,IHLT(HN I4,J),3XIZHMLT(NEW.2,J)/) SHAPE 265 
83 FORMATI/I/1X,62HOkDE_OF FIfRSTIRUT) AND LASTITIP) WING BOX IN SP SHAPE 266 
lAN.ISE COLUrNJLZOAIHI,3XLZdMLC(HEW,1,I),3XIZHHLC(NE4,2,I) SHAPE 267 
2 ,AYIH(ILWdhLWI),X,1OHNL(NtkI))j) . SHAPE 268 
85 FCR'AT(I6.I56SX,15,3(10<,15)) .. . iSH 
86 FOR$AT(2UX,58-GAUSSIAN INTLGkATI3I' POINTS IN CHORDWISE ROW - GX(NE SHAPE 270 
Ifk,J)/l) SHAPE 271 
87_ORMAT(///2GA,2 - AuSSIAN INTt(RATION POINTS IN SEMI-SPAN - GYINEW SHAPE 272 
1,'/II) SHAPE 273 
88 FORrAT(/II2ZX,tOHSPAN4. S_CUUPJINATE (GYP ) AND MACH NUMBER (GMP) A SHAPE 274 
ST GXI(,A,J)//) SHAVE 275 
89 FORflYT(iI flX,3t2Al4,iPZLb.oI) SHAPE 276 
sTQP SHAPE 277 
END- SHAPE Z78 
41 
DATA, 	 ERRAI .E "Gb/,ERR 1& , E J ,I St K O - "" N 6 
DAT[A 	nl/ZHF-1912/2HG=/ ---P1*
 
DZ=,9wO 	 PLINM 9 
NSP -"S 	 PLN 10­
00 30 IfIsM 	 PLNFN- 12 
MLW(I )=0 PLNFM 14
 
XLIE (1)XE:DG MH ) PLKFN 1
 
XTE [I -XEDG(NSP) "PLNFM 16
 
30 AR(J,1)-0.O 	 PLNFM i.s1
 
210 Kl-O 	 PLKFN 20 
K2-WST 	 PLKFft ZI
 
J9.1 	 PLNFM 22
 
XR-XEDGi . .. .. .. .. . ... 	 PLNFf " 23 
yR=YEDG(l) 	 PLHFM 24

xz~~~xR~.. .. ...... . P RFH -25 
yz=yR PLHNFH 26 
XE2=OoO PLNFH _7 
SUh' 0.0 PLNFM 28 
ASNG-1.O 	 PLHFM 30,
 
C PLNFN 32 
--ZZO UO 530 1=1,L -I'-- - J -
ICHO=O PLNFM 31 
-- -- "IF = . . . . .... .. . PLKFW - "35 
IEDZ=O 	 _PLNFM 36
 
YL-YR PLHFM 38 
XR=XX (13+DH PLWHR -9 
J=0 PLNFM 40 
IF(ASNG) 225,230,230 	 PLNFM 42
 
I-Z-F (XR LT. XTOG (I1I AND- Xy _ l xRT!-.G-R2 -GO -To 53 0 	 VC.-N: .... We3' 
IF(KZ.EO.O) GG TO 440 PLNF" 44 
GO O Z)O LNM 45 
230 CONTINUE PLNFM 46 
IF(K1.EO.O) GC TO "00 	 PLNFM 48
 
IF(XR.GT.XE2) ICHQ=L PLKFM so
 




IF(ASNG) 252,256,256 	 PLNFN 54
 
-252 	IF(ABS(XTUG(II-XTOGINSTPI).GT.ERR2.OR,,I.ME.L) GO TO 251# . . 
IF{Y-Dti.GT.YTCG(NSTPII GO TO 530 - .PLNFM 56" 
XTE(J)=XTOG(1 LNN 5 
GO TO 250 PL14FM s8 
254 SUN=SUM-AR(J,]| 	 PLNFM " 59
 
GO TO Z58 PLNFM 60 
256 ARtJI)=O°O PLNFN 61 
258 CONTINUE PLKFM 62 
IF(YL.LT.Y) GE TO 2a0 PLNFM 63 
IF(ASHG 265, 270 ,270"- .. PLNFM 61% 
Z65 ARIJ,])lO.O PLMFM 65 
GO TO 250- PLMFM 66 
270 CONTI44UE 67.T_ pLNFM_ 
AEf,-i3II= O'-- -_ _- - - . PLNFN 68 
SAM=SAM+AR(J• I PLNFM 69 
ORItGINAL 









IF(ICH.NL.1) GO TO 310 PLNFM 75 
i-F(JK2 T84,. 73,285 PLFLAW 76 
284 IF(YT2.LE.Y-OI GO TO 320 PLMFM 77 
GO TO 286 PLNFM 78 
285 [FCYE2.GE.Y) GO TO 320 PLHFM 79 
286 CONTINUE ... . . ...... ...--. PL-Fi -- so 
IFtXEI.GT.XL) GO TO_400. PLMFM 81 
IEDZ=Z PLNFM 82 
GO 10 400 PLNFM 83 
290 XIsX2 PLNF 84 
YI=YZ -------- PLNFM 85 
Z95 IEDZ-=0 PLNFM 86 
1FIICHQ.NE.k) GO TO 310 PLNFM 87 
YR=YL2 .PLFM 88 
GO TO 315 PLNF 89 
310 YR-YEI1TNG*IXR-XEI) FL-Nvm-- go 
315 IF(JK) 317,316,316 PLNFN 91 
316-F(YR.GE.V)Gr OCC 320 PINFM 92 
GO .TO 318 .. PLNFM 93 
317 LF(YR.LE.Y--) GO TO 320 PLNFM 94 
318 CONTINUE PLNF 95 
[F(ICtbQEO.l) GO TO 325 -F-- ..----6 
IFIN1 PLNFMH 97 
X2=Xg PLNFM 98 
Y2-YR PLNFM 99 
GO TB 330 PLHFM 100 
320 JFIN=l PLNFM 101 
IF(JK) 322,321,321 - LNV .-. '162 
321 YZ2Y PLNFH 103 
...TO"GO3 3 PL M - "104 
322 Y2=Y-D PLNFm 105 
323 X2XE1.tY2-YE1)/TNG ... . ....... ..... PLNFM 106 
IF(ABSIX2-XR).GT.ERRR) GO TO 330 PLNF 107 
IF1N-1 LHiM 10 
JFINSO PLNFM 109 
GO TO 330 PLMFM 110 
325 1EDZ1l PLNFM 111 
X2=XE2 PLNF 112 
YZaYEZ PLNFm 113 







1331 CONTINUE PLNFM 118
 
IF(J ) 332',331,331 PLMFM lg
 




IF(XLT.GT.XtZ.A l.AStt.CT.O) 15 	 PLNFM 122Id 334 
I~thO~iiG1C.GA~.YVJLl.LiaL.A!,.AShC.GT.0O) ALT=0.0 PLP4Fm 123 
IF(YYCJLT).u.YTlUj(f{TPj) XL1=AI AfNSTP) PLNFM 124 
IF (SNG.GT.C.C) XLtJLT)=xT PLNFM 125 
IF (ASht,.LT.t.C) -TL(JLT)=XLT PLNFM 126 
bG TJ 33j PLNFM 127 
332 IF (J.GT.JLT) C, 13 334 PLNFM 128 
X~hXI4CV( LT)-LLIf 129rG -PIHM 




333 JLT=JLT+J PLNFM 132
 
6O T 133i PLNFM 133
 




IFIJib2. L.11 CO tu ')' PLNFM 136 
SAk=SA+A~fJ,1) PLNFM . 137 
IF(JK) 3.4,24,3442 PLNFM 138 
"V'(CCTT uE PLNFM 139 
lFUJFt- PINM 140 
" .P.ELRFH 141
 
344 1F(JFIN.EC.1) CC li '?z PLNFN 142 
350 IF tAS.N) 355,60,3s, - PLNFM 143 
355 IFIIFIN.fL.1) GO ib 7i -- PLNFM 144 
CG TO 330" - PLNMF 145 
360 IF(IFIN.E.1) CO Td 4b PLNFM 146' 
..- 1'N-VEN - 147 
C PLMFM 148 
C LEA)HC6 Ebi AN,, TKAILING EDGE COHFUTATIO - PLNFM 149 
C PLNFN 150 
400 IF(ASNC) 4G,4l;40 - - PLNFM 151 
405 IF('JK) 430,110,,10 PENFM 152 
410 KI=KI+JK ?LN --- 1)3 
IF(KI.GE.NSP) GO TO 42O PLFM 154 





-Kk1K . . .. L-WW 157 
XE2=XEDG(K) PLIFM 158 
- E-E K- -TEorrzvrnry-Tn 
GO TO 450 PLNFM 160 




MLC(2 I)=0 PLHFN 164 
K2K2-JK fPLnt 1 
430 K2-K2+JK PLNFM 166 
XEXTDG(KZ) PLKF 167 
YEl=YTDG(K2) PLXMF 160 
- K-KZ+JK PLNFN 
XEZ=XTDG(KJ PLHMN 170 
"YEZ=YTOG(K) PUPF" InIL 
GO To 450 PLNFN I72 




YEI=YTDG(K2) PLMGH 175 
XEZ=XTOG(K2*1) PLtlFf 176 
YE2=Y1DG(K2*1) PLtFN 117 
43o C=XE2-XEI rUBEN twa 
F-YEZ-YE1 PLKFN 179 
TNG-F/(G*.E-20) PLUEN 10 
IF(G.LT.0.3 G TO 650 rLmFN ist 
AREA-AREA-ASMGG(VEZ+YE1) PLNFH 18z 
__ I Z rPLNF 183 
ICHQ=G PLWF 184 
IF(XR.GT.XE2) ICHOa PLMfM 185 
IF(IEDZ.EQ.1) GO TO 290 PLUMF 186 
IFEIEDZ.EQ.21 GO TO Z95 PLUFN 181 
GO TO 250 pLm"F I" 
C PLtW ,189 
C NUMBER OF BOXES IN SPANHWISE COLUMN PLNFM 190 
C WAKE TYPE AND ORDER OF WAKE BOX PLNMF 191 
C PLUFM 192 
465 IF(ASNG) 478,467b467 PLWNF 193 
467 IF(JK) 476,465,469 PLFM - 194 
469 JJ=O- __.. --- . - PLMFM 195 
IF (AR(Ji).LT.ERR2) uJ-i.- PLF 196 
ML(II2J-JJ - ""PFL 197- N 
C PLKFK 198 
JJ-ML(I) PLFM 199 
DO 471 KaIJJ PLF - 200 
KK=K PLMFM 201 




 PLHFM Z04 
GO TO 473 PLMFH 205 
2LCTti)=KK-1 PLFGM 206 
473 CONTINUE PLMFM 207 










OF POOR QUA ITY
 
nLCt .X)H.LC(2I-L PLFMH 211 
- Gc T-1a73-- PLNFM 212 
474 CGOTINUE PLNFM 213 -
PLNFM 214 
-o j- --. PLNFMH 215 
476 MnL5=- vcr., 
"LI()-ML(7-1) PLNFM 217 
N=hL( u PLMFH 218 
GC T3 Adu PLNFH 219 
78 hL= . PLNFMH 220 
K=J eLHFM 221 
_- ----.--- . 
PLNFH 22 
I- tAR(JJ'I) PLNFMH 223 
481 IF IAS(AR(JJ)-kU) lb3,43',4e2 PLNFM 224 
C PLNFMH 225
 
C- PLNFM -2Z7 
--e3 A tJJ.)=C.L . PLNFL - .228 
.54 CCSTiNk, PLNFMH 229 
Zr tLW(!).T1.C) io TO 490 PLFH 230 
-- I- -- PLNF - 232 
"L'4i)*JJ PLNFM 232
 
C -1N.n2T ttt PLMF 236 
L - PLFH 238 
c .1,J'T PLNFMH 239 
PLNFH 240 
= - -PLNFH 241 
-- PLNFM 242 
PLNFMH 24 
-I,.' - PLMFM 245 
PLMH 241 
PLNFH 250 
S TPLNFM 252 
- _PLMFH 2547 
!1th .1JJI.T.I TU ------- TLNF -258 
-L T_. .. PLFH" 250"1T 

PLNFN 257 
I(JJ~iJ "1 u u LPLNFH 252 
-(PLNMf 253 
=
IFIJJ ,i'i(zIA..J TPLNFM 262
j1 Tu 1, PLNF -- 58 
C.. . . ... PLNFM 259 
;;TL(1,I55) IiHL.(I),lLC(2,I)W .. . PLNFr 265 
TP PLNFMH 266 
53 CINUEJ P1MFH 270 
4- - -- - - -- - PLNFK 670--- 1 TC2TUE - - -- - - - LNFN 263 
PLNF -"- 761 
- Tt(rny14FNTrn15if5) -- - -,L(21 w265-LF-r 

IF6SJC.LT.C.t) CU TO 700 PLNFMH 272
 
C PLNFH 26 
C -IrIIIIALIIAYTIOR0 WING OT "WAKE ........... PLI4:S 275
C PLNFM 26 
cP1XMH 274
 
c 1' - O9 FRW-GTOT-A- LIWR 27553 CT2 PLNFM 270 
Kj=0 ( PLNH Z0 
YEZKXTCCCll PLNFM 280 
45 
X2-XE2 	 PLFN 282
 
fY -- - -KWFf .... 
ASNG=-I.0 PLNFM. -284 
JL=I PLNPH lB 
GO TO 20 PLNFM 286
 
C ERROR MESSAGE PLNFMH 287
 
650 K-450 PLFN 2o
 










700 CONTINUE PLNF" 294
 




IF(NEW.EO.I) %RITE(IWbb) - - - PLMFM 297
 
IFINEW.EO.2) kRITE(IW,67) PLMFM 298
 
0O 750 1-1,L PLFMP 299
 
JL=MLCII PPLNF 300 ­
K=JL/5 PLNFM 301
 








IF (LWII)) h,725,1zo . P1MH 306
 
715 	WRITE(IW.75) $LW(I) PLFMP - 307GO. TO 1.5... . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . 308.l.P1M-P- ­
720 WRITE(IW,80I PLW1). PLNFM 309
 
725 50 740 JJ=1,K PLNFM 310
 
740 WRITECIWab,) (J,A;,tJ~i),J-Jj,J1,K) P1MPHN 311
 















nRITtfIW,SC) M .A,;dM PLFH 319
 
750 RETURN .LMF 320
 
65 FGR$AT(IHi,ZG),3JHNON-JIMENSIONAL BCX-AREA DISTRIBUTION) PLNFM 321
 
66 FQRMAt(LH.+,5?X,i - t( PaY7SICCLt -wItG)/Ili __ --_ - ­
67 FC;4At(tt+*57,cH - CTRANSFORHED WING)II) PLMFN 323
 
70 FORMAT(/I2XI2.,19-T SPANWISE COLUMNI) PLMPH 324
 
7Z FCRMAT(12X,.itdfIkST L,'. BOX aI3,ZZH-TH BOX FROM WING ROOT) PLFH 3Z5
75 FORATtil2A ,IFFIRS1 WAKE BOX =I322I-TH BOX FROM ROOT/I PLMFHING 326
 
80 FORMAIIIZ ,ItFLAST WAKE BOX =,I3,22H-TH BOX FROM WING ROOT/) PLMF 327
 
S5 FGRfATSX,(I1X,13 , i'11)1 PLMFP 328
 
90 FORMA1//LGX.25HWINt AREA CALCULATED FROM/ PLMFN 329
 
1 15X,2tHLEAOING AND TRAILING EDGES -,IPE11.i/ PLMFH 330
 
2 15XZSHSJnflATION OF AREA OF BOXES -,IPEII.4) PLNFN 331
 
96 FORMAT(//IOXA3HNEGATIVE BOX AREA EXCEEDS ALLOWABLE LIMIT (. PLmFH 332
 
1 1PE11. TjA4)/LOX3HAR(,13,IH,,I3,1H,,6HMEWI -,IPE11.4, P1MPN 333
 
2 5X,21CO PUTATION CONTINUESIlI PLNFM 334
 
140 FORMAT(I1H,qX,54HLEADING AND TRAILING EDGE POINTS AT EACH CHOROWIS PLMHF 335
 
SE ROW/13AlHJ,6X,7tLEADINGOXOHTRAILING/I PLFH - " 336
 
145 FORMATIIOX,13IPE5.5) - PLNFN - 337
 
150 	FORMAI(HtIX,29HPLNFM-NEGATIVE VALUE NEAR SNI4,ZXAZ.IP!11.41 PLMF 336 ­
155 FORMAT(iHO,'X.2SHDRDER OF WING TIP BOX IN ,IZ,43H-THSPANWISE CtLU PMNPH 33q
 
INN IS NOT PROPERLY DEFINED/i- PLNFH 340
 









SUBROUTINE PO12(N2,MO.NOCKiDA) - , PJtt -z 
C PU"t 3 
C ThE VELOCITY FIELD OF A UNIFORM DOUBLET DISTRIBUTION .UTr 4 
C OVER A B0X IS COMPUTED AT ALL POINTS AT WHICH IT WILL BE POTZ 5 
C NEEDED AND tTCRED IN THE ARRAY A IN COHMO4 POTZ 6 
C poTZ 7 
C MOO CONTROL THE NUMBER OF VALUES COMPUTED POT2 8 
C POT2 9 
C M2 IS THE RANCE OF THE SECOND SUBSCRIPT IN THE ARRAY. POTZ 10 
C DInENSIONLO AtZ,hZr2), BUT TREATED HERE AS AN ARRAY POT2 11 
C WITi T.O SUBSCPIPTS- - -- - - - - POTZ 12 
C POTZ 13
 
dIMENSIUN A(2,1) POTZ 14 
"-a POT2 15 
N-NJ POTZ 16 
DK=CK#D POTZ 17 






I'K -2 OU KoPOT? 7 
"-- !=--2 12.O POTZ 22 
CP)0.5 POTZ 23 
Dk=3K*O., POT2 243h0o.5*Drt ---------------------- PO?------5 
OC=2.CK POT2 26
 










23=-J.,*B5 POTZ 34 
u3=J<O"E5 P0T 35 
=A3.64 POT? 36 







c4= c .b .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . - 4 1-' 
C7-0.O POT2 42
 
C?... . . . . . . . . . ..... . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ?.. .. .
 
CB.O.0 POT2 43 
Do 2 J=IN POT2 4f 
A1-UM/CN 1 
CLC4* COS(AL) POTZ 46 
-C?=-Cn4-SIH(A1 . - - - -- - - PT -47 
CS=CM C AAI.t1C6) POT2 48 














23 C3=C1 POTZ 56
 
.
POT " ....... 
C 4 C2 

C7=C5 -POT? 58 
C-Cb- POT? 59 
* ~ IL-U - -- -PnT2 60 
83-B3-03 POT2 61 
- -- -- -- -- POT? 62 
D04+00.D4 POT? 63 
----.... - - " - POT2 64 
2 K+fl2 POT2 65 
e-CM 1.U ..-...-.. . P . .- 6 
D13l*9DO POT2 67 
3 n6A~ffwthb+-v - - P012 68 
_ _ILI. POT2 69 
- - -POT2 70 
47 
4 






















































GO lu 9 







































PZP22C1* DK4 UI.st4 















SURAOUTINE UREDfSFDASFDY,SUDhO, KSFDSFMX,SFMYSFMH,KSFMDAT DRED 2 
SXxyI-hwi,,MbNMEWNM,KSFSIPRINT) DRED 3 
&PI('JSION SFDY(B,1,SFDY(Nd),SF0H( " BREDb),$SFO(l)} E: 5 
XI Y( 6i), tLDREG 

c BRED 7 
ERE=I.t-Ot DRED 8 
"-I IPRNTIC ..... DRED 9 
JkITt=IPRImTlCO DRED 

IFINtW.Lo.1) IRITL-IPRI[NT-- IRITE DRED 11
 
KSF-,(M)=OA(S) DRED 12 
NP=Z3Fu(M) BRED 13 
If (MP) 73C,170,100 DRED 14 
c BRED 15
 
C A SPLINL-SURFACL FiK THE BLFLLCTION IS FITTED TO VALUES BRED 16
 










OC 140 IP=I,NF DRED 22 
SF0X(IP ,n =.A(xP+I}JAtZ BRED 23 
SFCY( IP fl)=S(r Pt2) (Z-) BRED Z4 
SFDHIIP tAKP ;3) DRED 25 
140 (PkP' __...... DRED - 26 
c VWDNE-SURkACE FIT JATA' rr 
-- ro 6DRED 
BRED 28
 





IFtIRITE) 150,loG,150 BRED 
150 WRIrE 1-1 W 30-.. -- DREG... 31"
 
WgITE(IW,1O) DRED 32 
-c 
-- URE--3 
loC CCNTINUE BRED 34
 
Cicsu~1(H~wsn~h IrSTx 1R3or,) SFf(-I,f, IRITEJ ORED 35
 
C TO ZOO 
 DRED 36
 
F-ORMC4 AMJLUNGCEc PRE3ENTLY 1043l OfFFORM Z=AO.Al*X - 00 - 37 
170 SF$(1,M)=DA(52) BRED 38
 








~tURN U E f 
DRED 44











10 ?OiAT-f-lr-O,1Oxt13CONPUTED DEFLECTION AOtA1*XtA2*Y+ SUM OF H(Ilw BREG 49 
IR(I)*#2)*(ALEG(R(I)**2))l BRED 
--- 20 FORKAIIHIIOXI6HORED - BAD DATA,151 BRE - 511 
30 FOR$AT(IHO,8XZ6HPHISICAL PLANE - MODE lD.913) sRE 52 








StIEROUTI MNE-V¥&l*VP.KWGIL UGrtE*SFOXSFOYVSPON. KSvo.Swt 	 - II 
S CALCULATES DODMI 5 MELOUTW OrtflVt1UTIa iKn- AND 1HAGINAnr(I r a " 




Ifi)eU.EO.13 t&1-fflll RI 




00 5 I-1,L UaaL 12
 
D0 5 £-1,JL WWAL 13
 
00 5 K-1,2 iAL 14
 
5 5lK,Ji3=.0 WiAL Iu
 
00 80 1-iL 
 VIWL 16
 





DO 70 JalsJL WVAL 

IF tXXtIp.6I.tXIbtJ).I)D Go IU 10 ViAL ZI
 
CALL SURFZXX(IIYYiJI.I,1,IVALUVALUODM,SFDX(IMll WVAL 22






70 CONTINUE NVAL 26
 
80 CONTINUE WVAL ii
 
IFIERITE) 100,200,100 NVAL 28
tO--4RI.E CWO 	 lVIUl --29
 
DU 110 1=1,L 
--- 3
 
WRITE(IW,12) t1 	 NVAL 

1r6_F;wKI1HL,1C,41UPWASH (RFE;fl IAGINARY, AnaCfJr-',vPi4AScEA~i r-svAt - - - 31 






110 WgITL 10,20) I WVAL 36
 
-	 J JL/ .. WVAL 37
 
IF(J--24JLP.NE.O) JLP=JLPL 	 WVAL 38
 
CU 	 1bO J1,LEL WVAL 39
SiaSIRTS(1J,1h¢s1,aj)+S(,jJ)*5(~ljiy) ) 	 VAL 
5Z='GWVrrT~CTjq AL	..0)GO -x 	 nL 40
41 
5.1-C.o 	 VAL 42
 
CO 	 TO iSC -
 VAL 43
120 SZ=57.2957WATA(S( ,I),St1,JI)) 	 VAL 44
 
J=o 	 WVAL 47
 




GO T3 0 WVAL 












GC' TO' 16G ""VAL 55
 
155 S=57.2957bATAN2(S{iJIl),AI,J,il)) WVAL 56
 
i~6kIE(I~2,J,(~j.),faJ~ 	 ISSJS1,JI JLI)554VAL 57
.(
I70 CCITINUE 	 WVAL 56
 









-VAL20 FCRNAT(IHO,5SX.IZlqH-TH SPANWISE COLUMN) 
 63 
Z5 	FORMAT(I ,5X,2(ZXL3,1P#E13.5)) NVAL 64
 
END 
 WVAL 65 
50 
ORIGINAL PAGt ih 
OF POOR 4UMn-
SUERJUTINL eOXP(XX,YY,XTDGYIG,XTE,XLE,AARDAN,TEDGS,CKDYE BOXP 2
 
-- f rIN-TML A.BOXP 	 3----	 -An-H M 
2 	 ,JMAX,L.ML,LWthINLW,tNST,IW,MBNC,ME,M3 
- "- BOXP 4 
C ICHCNC=o - PLENTIAL AS COnPUTt'd-IN SOXPO - .- -
C IChLCv=1 -hili- LLACIN. LOGE CORRECTION , 	 ROXP 6'
 
C IChicCY4 - ?ntSS-Uk C-JctfICIENT COMEUTE FRObm CORREfCTED POTENTfIAL BOXP <V 
C ICHLCK-3 - PLSSURL C*EFFICILNI COMPUTED FROM TRANSFORMEO'VALUE BOXP 8 
C -OR PHYSICAL WING BOXP 
DIMENSIBN XX(1),YYtL),XTDG(II,Y-TDG(I),XTE(1),XLE(1iA(2,MCtMB) BOP 10
1 .AR($6.1I,cDGilI;SI .flBNS).TCNEE.EI) 	 ROMP "--1
 




KRITc=IPKIN ICCOU BOXP 14

•-PRI=~i~N- 1cC0 'KI-" -.-T 	 --
JRITI =IPRIN/ICU BOXP 16 
IPRIN=IPl.I*-1CC J r- - 810.OP -- .. 7 
IRITE=IPkIh BOXP 18 
"
 IF(NLW.Lt.1) C 1 0 	 . .. BU .. . t 
'TRITI=K Il1L 	 BOXP 20 
IRITE=IRiTL/LC BOXP 22 
GC TC '50 SU..xP - 23 
140 KRITc=Kkl7-cKRITe/i.)4 10 BOXP 24 
IRITE=IkITt-(IRlTE/lU)*10 BOXP 26 
3o---CftF ... X X--V -
NSIOS=O BOXP 28 
O RO.543 ---	 -1xv "-- n 
C 	 BOXP 30 
* 	CAt7-------
-- Fl $ *IdLIiihC:fLtLCMLWHMNENSTJRITE) BOXP 3z 
C BOXPI COMPUTES THE POTENTIAL VALUES IN EACH BOX. -OXP 	 34 
'C -HEY' rsr~zIli -trec A.~kAY-S; 	 M0K - -7 
C 	 BOXP 36 
tIE I=N 	 ROXP 38
Th1-r-fl --- -- ;V-	 __XP ____ _-
IFtIRITe.EQ.ol GO TO 20 	 BOXP t0
 
WIdTh(Th,3Ct -	
- BOIXF f 
ZOO DO 205 I=IL BOXP 42 
DOZJS "J1;JiAI(---------- -Bxv - - -4 --
DO Z05 K=1,2 BOXP 44 
-m TTI-J, IK '=(-;,-STxP 
215 IRITE(IW,3,) P1 BOXP 46 
30 FOR-MC (IHI~),Fi,biadftNTIA:CCCULA~tO (REA;L,IAGIiRY isEV;bY3 
$ PHASE ANGLE)) - BOXP 48 
3 fO-xA-T(1H.,iTT,28M--- PdYS1ICAL P~E-MD O,3)4
C PRINT-OUT BOXP 50 




IF CJL) 220,25C,220____ OP5
 






- OdXP , - 57 
SIRT!(TJI ,1#TytJ. I, .J,1.,2#T(,I,2)} ) 
- ROMP-B- "58 
IFfSI.E.O.C) GO T224 -0 	 BOXP 59 
-

-O.O .BOXP 60 
GO TO 220 BOXP 61 
224 CONTINUL BOXP 62 
S2=57.9257B4AIA2 TIJ,I,),T(J;t .)) BOXP 63 
226 CONTINUE BOXP 64 
JI-JJLP BOXP 65 
IF(JI.LE.JL) CL L 23 BOXP 66 
J 10 BOXP 67 
S3-0.0 BOXP 68" 
' BOXP 69 
fuIflu=e.o BOYP 70 
51 
TIJ,! 2)z~iBOX? '11 
CIO 0 245 . BOXP , -" 72. 
230 CONTINUE - . BOXP 73SjV,'.T(T(. ~I 1I i'iJ,,1).TIJ1,1,2)¢T(J1,1,2)). . " BOXP 74 
I~ i~.t.L) TZ BOX?iiZ34 75 
$4=n.0 BOXP 76 
GO TO 23"6 BOXP 77 
234 COXTMUt BOXP 78 
s4=t7.:-'v-':T:',c tT(JII ,2),r(J1 1)) .BOXP 79 
.3L .Lth1iN..*, BOXP 80 
240 (RIT~(l,2l ,1(Ji).T(JI,2),S1,S2 BOXP 81 
* ,slTIJ!.i.I),T(JiI,2J.S3,S4 BOXP - 82 
250 CGNIINUt- BOXP 83 
C BOXP 84 
27C CCNTIN4E BOXP 85 
IF(ICf-ECK.Gt.I) Gu TU 400 - BOXP 86 
C LEAINIt?,bUE CL-k 6TIdH BOXP - 87 
003o0 j=IutK BOXP 88 
IF (0LT(IJ).EC.O)u T _Zd5 .. BOXP 89 
I1=rLTI1,J) BOXP 90 
1Z=MLT( )J BOXP 91 
. - - - BOXP 92 
00 230 Irll,12 BOXP 93 
K=I BOXP 94 
IF (AR(J,I).GE.l.0) Gd TO 290 BOXP 95 
280 CONTINUE BOXP 96 
285 53zf BOXP 97 
..290 IF(K.EO.I). .  . 3= . . . . . . .. . .. . .. ."B'OX? .
=0 .. . . . 98
 
00 370 1=IL BOXP 100 
Sl=(XX(I1-XLE(J)/53 BOXP 101 
IFIS) 3L,3C,310 BOXP 102 
300 $1=0.0 BOXP 103 
GC TO 340 BOXP 104 
310 IF(YE) 320,32C,330 BOXP 105 
320 SIfSI*(AX(I)+XLE(J))/(S32.XLEJ)) BOXP 106 
330 IFISI.GT.L.O) S1=1.0 BOXP 107 
SI-EG(J)*SORTISlJ BOX? 108 
340 DO 350 X1,2 BOXP 109 
350 S(k.Ji=Sl4(K JI) BOXP 110 
370 CONTINUE BOXP III 
380 CONTINUE BOP 112 
ICtECK1 BOX? 113 
IFIIRITE) 390,400,390 6019 £14 
390 WRITE(IW,36) _ . _ BOX Lis 
36 FORMAT(1HI14 OX,6LIWOTENTIAL CORRECXED (REAL. IMAGINARY, ABSOLUTE, BOXP " , ,] 
S PHASE ANGLE)) bex, AV-
C TRANSFER TO THE PRINT-OUT OF CORRECTED VELOCITY POTENTIAL BOXW it 
GO TO 200 501? . 119 
00 CONTINUE BOXm -2, 
IF(KRITE.EQ.O) GO TO 700 891P 1Zlk 
IF(ICHECK.GE.2) GO TO 520 BOlt 122 
C CALCULATE AND PRINT PRESSURE COEFFICIENT OOX " ---
ICHECK 2 BMX?W 
00 410 I=1.L ot 1BOX?
JL-ML(I) " " "soR. 12 
00 410 J1.JL, DOw 127 
T(JI93)-S(1, .1J "-BOl-? 120 
410 T(J.I,4)S(2,JI) OXP f29 
420 JMAK4JNAX OOXP - 130 
00 430 I-1,L eOXP * 131 
JLh1L(I) BOXP 132 
CO 430 Jl.4JL BOXP 133 
0 430 K-1.2 BOXP 134 
4#30 TJJ.IK)=O." BOXP 135 
00 500 J1,JMAK soX? 136 
I 1flLT (1,J3 BOX? 13? 
IZft-TtI2,J)-fLT(1.J).l BOXP 138 ­
Ti=i 1 BOX? 139 







'Ti1, 6,5r=XLEIJ) BUXP 141 
TI-I. 8,5)-XLE(J) .. BXP 142 
- BM ----------
T(1112,)-O.0 -".-" ROXP - 144 -If ~ ~ ~ . ~ 3fG ~l ~Wr ~ ~ £1X6llf..-AS-----xr­u 

C - ADJUSTMENT LEADING EDGE AND FIRST BOX COINCIDES" BoXP 146 11=11+1 - . Ul' Lql 
1'fK-1 ROXP 148 
DO 450 I=2,IK ROxP 10
 
- TnvT;svmn1-if- .... - -OP ... 15] 
TII, 8,51|XX(11) BOXP 152
 








$ ,IKTil, 6,5),1(1,10,5),T(,14,5'NSMOS) BOXP 158
 
s ,IKTIl, 8,5),T(1,IZ,,5),T(i,4.5),NSlS) BOXP 160 
~rF~ - BXP 161 
DO 470 1=1,12 BOXP 162 
TiJ;fi r i,5-K 1,3,5) ROMP 163 
TIJ,11, )=T(1 ,SI+C,(T([,2,5) BOXP 164
4- I i..... BOX? 165
 
* 500 CCNTINUL BOXP 166 
WRIt(I ,40)' BOXP 167 
40 FORMAT(HlIOxbtKPRESSURE COLFFICIENT (IjAL, IHAGINARY, ABSOLUTE, BOXP 168 
S PHASE ANGLEI) BOXP 169 
C TRANSFER TO PRINT-OUT SECTXGN BOXP 170 
GC 12 BOXP 171 
520 CDNTINUE BCXP 172 
700 CONTINUE 
_ . BGXP 173 
RETURN BOXP 174 
20 FORMAT(1HO,5X,12,L9N-TH SPANWISE COLUMN) BOXP 175 
Z5 FORMATLI , BOXP§X2(X,13,1P'E13.5) 176
 




5U6&UINE BOXPOtXXYY,XTOG,YTDGXTE,A,ARDAN.TSCK.DAKA SOEPO a
 
'IW;L,NlBMCNLNLC.NLWNl.NEWNST.JRITEJ, 	 UXPO 3"
 
C SiLJTIN OF SIlULTANEOUS EQUATIONS FOR THE POTENTIAL 	 BOXPO 4
 
S,ARtHb',f,T42,NBvlIS(MB,1)AMAtNBiNBI 	 BoXPO 6
 
CH-o.5*D 	 sOXPa 8 
OaO BOXPO 9 
L1r=ZttL(LI BOXPO 1o 
IFIJRITC.E0.O) 60 9... - ftTo 25 bf 
IFINEW.EQ.Z.O.ml1.GT.I1 GO TO 25 BOXPO 12 
C PRINT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT 
- I3" 
WRITEIIW,1003 BOXPO 1A 
K=J./4 BOXPO 16 
IFtJL-47K.Nf.C) a-K. -m -- . a, 71PO-
11 20 I=1,L BOXPO 18ILt1 -1 ...... 	 ... ... .. ... . ... .. . ... W -. . 19 
hPITE(IWIIC) 11 BOXPO 20 
- -DfT T2T'I,- ..... .... uAVU ... 1 
15 WRIIEIIhIZC) I(J,Ati,J,I),A(2,J,I)),J=J,JLK) BOXPO 22 
ZO CQNTINUE BOXPO 23 
25 CCNIINUE BOXPO 4 
Il1NST "BnXFO 25 
AI=IO. BOXPO 26 
26 AMI=AMIN1(XTDGII .AI) BOXPO 28 
C BOxPu 29 
IF(JRITE.EO.O) GO TO 2d BOXPO 30 
hRITE(IW,IbB) . ..... fOXvO 31 
28 CChTINUE BOXPO 3Z. 
NFLKS = DAN BOXPO '3A 
DC 90 1-1,L BOXPO 35 
XAX( I BOXPO 36 
C AGJUST UPSTREAM INFLUENCE BOIPO 37 
KG = I BOXPO 38
IFiWIXS.EQ.Oi 60 (0 3 ---	 uuxvu 
KO NAXO(1I,1-hFLNS*I) BOXPO 40 
30 CONTINUE ....... . BOXPO 41 
JL"LII) BOXPO 42 
IF (JLE;O)-GO-TO"90 ... XPD 43 
C DEFINE WING AhD WAKE BOXES BOXPO 44 
t 	 -- wNU~r-wrrgo9"yw M pnvr - V5, 
C 	 - JE=NO. OF WING BOXES sOXPO 46 
c .J$ 	 0nrtES ff TR T'-wr"tOX " OXPO 47 
C 	 JM-ORDER OF LAST WING BOX BOXPO 48 
c----	 ---- flrrw ri Of' nBoXPr 49 
c JNW-ORDER OF LAST WAKE BOX BOXPO 50
 
Jk=O BUXPU 1­
IF(X.LE.AhI) GO TO 34 BOXPO 52
J=i - -	 -P ... . 5 1 
32 	 IF(J.GT.JL) GC TO 34% BOXPO 54 
I F I. L E.(fXTE fl.O--tTI GO TO0 33- BOX-PO -55­
J.=JW+l 	 BOXPO 56
 
GD 	TO 32- - -_ BOXPO - 58 
34 JE-JL-Js Boxpo 59 
IF (fLn(I)) 3t,35,35 BOXPO 60 
35 JS =Jw+I BOXPO 61 
J5W=1 BOXPO 62 
GC Ta 37 BOXPO 63 
3o JS =1 SOXPO 64 
JS.=JE *_ - . BOXPO 65 
37 J 5 BOXPO=JS +JE-i 66 
J.WJS+J~ W- BOXPO 67 
IF 1II.EQ.O) CG T,; 5J SOXPO 68 
C SLT ACTION OF CuNTRIUTINS OF PRECEDING ROWS TO UPWASH BOXPO 69 













IF (kL.EO.OJ L TO a -OXPO 74
 
0O 40 NI(K' BOXPO. - 75
 








GO TO 39 BOXPO 81
 
38 CONTINUE BOXPO 82
 
T(,MP=AMA( JI)+AA(N,Kl)/DO .BOXPO 	 83
 












YM2=YMZ-FLOAT(h2) .... .........- bo. . 90
 











IF (N1-I.GT.LIZ) GO TO Z3d 8OXPO 96
 
ARNISIAINI11,K1)AINII=A.. (2,N1.l, BOX O 97
KII. . . . . .. .. .. . ... . . . GO 
GO TO 336 80XPO 99
 
138 ARNO=ACLLIM2,KI .... P. 1XO
0­
.	 . . .. 98 
AINO=A(ZLIM2,K1) 	 BOXPo 101
 


































45 CONTINUE BRPO ,10
 
,7 CONTINUE BUXPS 119
 
C SETTING UP MATRIX FOR SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 803P US
 
5"0 00 52 J-LJL OeXp 1.Z1
 
00 52 K-L.JL BOPG 122
 
N7-J.K 






IF (K.GE.MLCI'2ZI).AND.MLC(2,I).NE.0) WTSAR(K.I) - OXP - 126
 




DO -b-j-Si,JN lfff - -- r
 




5Z CONTINUE BUXPO 132
 
- SUBTRACTION OF CONTRIBUTION 80Xpo 133
 
C FROM WAKE BOXES - S(WING)- BOXPO 134
 
S(WIGI-T(WAKhI#PNJ(WAKEt b6xPU 13­
IF(JW.EO.O) GC TO 60 BOXPO 136
 
00 55 N=JSWJN 	 BOXPO 138
 










.............. .......... . . -- .kE-PQfllWI' Lr TrT}' XPW - ­... E -B 'J 
DO 59 N1,JE- B0M0 144 
DO 55 J-1,JE 	 BOXPO 146
 
DO 58 K-1,2 SOXPO 148 
SrTIJ.rnrTWRr-- -- - -expo 149 
59 CONTINUE BOXPO L50 
C BOXPO 151 
C SOLUTION OF ECIATIONS BOXPO 152 
-- 65 CONTINUE . . XVIF --- T1V 
C BOXPO 154 
T"TJW1TE.0.Qo ) i0 TO 72 BOXPO 155 
WRITE(18,16b) I BOXPO 156 
DO K1,2 BOXPO 157 
N1=1 BOXPO 158 
--- N~1t3 - -- BOXPO 159 
66 DO 67 JrlJE BOXPO 160 
67 IOfITE'(1W; iS) UJ,M,.1(K,J,N3,N=NI,821 BOXPO 161 
IF(Z.GfE.JE) C T3 d EOXPO lbz 
hl=N21 BOXP0 163 
NZN1.3 164, 
* -- +-~BOXPO 165 
6H CCHTINUE XPO 16b 
cc u9 J=1,J BOXPO 167 
WRITE(I4,17CI ,J,1,a(iJ,II BOXPO 16t 
69 CONTINUE BOXPO 169 
70 CONTINUE BOXPO 170 
167 FURMAT(1H05I2,L -T9 st-I C2Lot} BOXPO 171 
168 FORhATttH,Iuy,t,4 ;&rICie', AI'h (A) ,F (t)4(S)(f) FOR VELO BOXPO 172 
$CITY POTENTIAL IX) ALONG EACH COLUMN/fl" BOXPO 173 
169 FORMAT(8X,41t2N1HtL2I H,,IZ,2H ,E13.6)) BOXPO 174 
l10 FCRMAT(9X,ZhS t,12,.-l.-,i2A,, 12 Z2H)-,E13. -6) BOXPO 175 
7Z CONTINUE BOXPO 176 
C 	 . BOXPO 177 
K SIMEC(NBJE,1,T.StIJSI)) BOXPO 178 
IFIK.NE.1) GO TO 9 BOXPO 179 
C COMPUTE WAKE POTENTIALS - BOXPO 180 
C PHIITE)*EXP(-IK*(X-XTE)) BOXP i81 
1F(X.LL.(AfMl-tI) GO T085 -
-0XPG 182 
JS=1 
- OXPO- 183 
75 Y=YY(JS) 
- BOXPO 184 
IF tX.LT.(XTE(JSJ-GH)) GO TO Z BOXPO 185 
IF (X.GE.(XTE(JS}UH)) GO TO a2 BOXPO 186 
IF ZX.GTIX L(JS l)Go TO 76 ... . . . . . ..... . . . - BOXPO 187 
PTR-S(1,JS.1) BOX0PO 1OG 
PTI=S(2,JS,II BOXPO 189 
KK=1 BOXPO 190 
xB=XtD BOXPO 191 
GO TO 77 BoxPG 192 
76 P=IX-XTE(JSfl/C ........... BOXP - 193 
PTR=1.OP)4(1,S,1)P451,J,Ili oxPO 194 
PTI=(I.O-P)4s(2,J3,I)P#S(ZJSI-1) BOXPO 195RK=o 	 .. ox °z196... 
ft=0 " 	 BOXPO 197­
77 CONTINUE . -BOXPO 198 
80 IF(XB.GT.1.0 GO TO 82 




IK=IKK 	 BOXPO 201
 
S(iJS.IKW)=P1R4COS(kXq.PTI*SImfxW)- - -OPO 	 Oz
 
S(2,JS,1KW)=PTIC. X)-PTR4SIN(XW) 	 BOXPO 203
 
XE=Xb+O BOXPe 205 " 
GO f--d -.. " B-XPO .26 
82 JS=Js.1 80XPO 207IFIJS.LE.JL)" CC TU 7 

.. 
 . . BOXPO' 208 
85 CONTINUE BOXPO 209
 
90 11=11+1 BOXPO 216­
56 
ORIGINAL PAGE~1U 
OF POOR QTUTTAPY 
95 RETURWRITE 95 W$ ITEoxpo tl]h,IhG " ) .... - -OXPO 
BoXPo zn1 
I"_­
sToF BoXPo 213 
100 FQk'Atl(hil,2CX-A29IhFLUENCE COEFFICIENT (REAC AND I2AINAY)- -b"W f.4 
* 110 FORMATfIHO,3s,I3,38H-fJX SEPARATION IN CHORDWISE DIRECTION). MOXPO 215 
120 FORMATUIIH ,5A,~i131PE13.6) sOXPO Z6 
140 FCRNAT(iHO1IX-,59HSOLUTION OF 
IIAL FAILED) 




END ____boxPo 219 
57 
'SU&rQUTINE fukCI(AX,YYS,SFDX,S,FDY,SFDH,KSF,XSFSXLEXTE,YMAX FORCI 2 
1 ,AMA,JMIAi MHLrHEW.M2,MlB.fD,NB,HX,CK,T) DU 1 
-IMENSION rLT(2,fS)XLEKfB),XT(hb),XX(Md),YflNB),S(2,NBNB) FORCI I,.FDXINE,na2I,sf-YCNBMO),SFOX(NM hD),KSFOCMO).T(NH,1) FORCI 5 
--	 FORCI 6
 2 PAPBM0 	 FORCI 6 C 	 -- Ru! i 
Nxfl(2-XA4lI 	 FORC! - 10 
- "0 "MZ=SFSFORCI 	 EZ,

FORC! 11 
IF(ZSFJMZ).cC.O.ANIj.NtW.E.Z) MZ=KSFS FOR! 1z' 
LU .5G J=lJKtK FORCI 13 
hUTI =hLT(1J), FORCI 14 
FORCI 16
 




 " - FOACI 19 
T(1,i)=XTE(J) FORCI zo 
40 K.F4l---------------------------------- -- TrC - 2-i 
TIL, 2=ALEIJ) FORCI 22 
TI :. g)=(.G FORCI 23 
" 	 FORCI 24 
FORCI 25 
iFI(LC.3.Cr.NZ.cLU. GO TO 4D 	 FORCI 26 
IFp -2Tn C T1- 45- FORI 27
 
C !XCLJU LEACI,'C EDJL PUINT IF IT IS TOG CLOSE TO FIRST BOX FORCI 28
 






5 ClT-TI , -E .. ... .. . . .. .. FORCI 33 
.S z) K='1L,f' FORCE. 34* 
TI', !)=X,(KK) FORCI- 35 
IF(rl.LQ.3) C T O FORCE 36, 
Tlkk2)=S(K1,JKK)r FORCI 3? 
50 K=KA.1 FORC! 38 
- - I rIVCTW-C,.2I ZY TIC5T - - -FORCT 
-39 
1F(I~.i.3) £CTO oO FORCI 40 
CALL SPLNI(Il(IKI.,T4I,8YTZI9)kBT(1, Z),T(I,K2),TI1,lO),N) FORCT 41 
14NK2|=TII,8J 42-FORCE 

IFiKC.NL.fl VC Tt0'51 FORt! 43 
Kc: -FORCI 44 
CffTC------------------------. .....----.--. ra--- .... 
51 CONTINUE FORCI 46
 
C ... . .... FORCI' 47
 
IFItZ.GT.2) GE TO 52 FORCI 48
 




DLU"=SQRT IXILIJI)-XL(J) I(XXiKK)-XLEIJ)-11 	 OKCI 3U 
T(NQK )=DM4I(NZK2) 	 FORCI 5Z 
52 CONTI-NUE-----	 - - l si-
C 	 - FORCI 54 
-
KC=O .. . .. - ' r - 55 
IF(KI.EO.2) GO TO 55 YORCI 56. 
i=2 
$2=6 - -FORCI.., -58 
C6 T9 40 FORCE 59.." 
55 K1=3 . .- FORCE' 60 
GO TO 40 FORCI 61 
60hO N .2f')TF(J) FORCE 62 
IF4{6S(X f(J)-flIfLTI').CT.I. -. V- GC T ol FORCt 63 
C" LEADING EDGE AND FI-RST isx CaNCIlE FORCI 64 
NZ=Nz1 - FORCI 65 
=Nt 1 - FORCE 66 
c0 o5 tZNC FORCE 67 
T(N-. 2)=T(K-1, 21 - FORC! 68 
T(K, A)=TIK*l, 4) FORC! 69 
T(N. tl=T{-i oFORC! 70 









t, (,-.'lNJ FORCI 73 
-' fl. . FORCI 74 
FORCI 75 
C - tFK AT CtNTEQ, LtAOING AND TAILING EDGES FORCI 76IT=zPCLAIL ~iiJt.PC> 
CALL SURFZ(tYL.J,T(i, .h,'.,,(,3T11)OfSFXH) -- FORCI 77 
$ .SFZY(iInz),)ii(1,r, )dL,) FORCI 78 
CFORCE 79 
LO 7 KI, FORCI 80 
UT( ,j FORCI 81 
7-1Ttr.1e)= T~~1t4tT3L*(.3*(,3FORCEI 82 
CALL xh~Lr,)':tTJ.IT41~~11) N,2N) FORCE 83 
£U~TFORCI - 84 
VT'J,17) aTi jj-1 ,III FORCE 85 
T(JI8)=T(NGt)4aUn-TIJ,1b) FORCI 86 
15C C MTINUE FORCD 87 
C Pt;:FRi 3PA.ISt NTc,ATI5N FORCI 8 
NC=JnAK-2 FORCE 89 
"K - 901 7 FORCE 
X2=!i FORCI 91 
TC1,1)=.O FORCI 92 
lo5 CC 170 K=I,JAs FORCI 93 
17 T(K, Z)=YY(K)I FORCI 94 
NZ=JAK FORCI 95 
CALL SFLNITiI1LT(1,5)T(1,VjNZTt1,2JTC1,(1hTC1,1O),HI FORCI 96 
T(,KZ)=O. ... FORCI 97 
7n iK2)=T(1,8u63 9-FRE 
DC 175 KzI,JMAK FORCI 99 
175 TIK+1,KZ)=TtKKI) FORCE 100 
IF(K1.EO.16J-GC TO 180 FORCI 101 
K=-8 FRCI 102 
2=?o FORCI 103 
GO TO 165 - FORCE 104 
180 CCNTINUE FORCI 105 
Tt 1,2)=O.O FORCI 107
 
T(NM,2I)YAX FORCE 108 
DC 195 K 1,JMAK FORCI 109 
185 T(K*1.Z)=YY(K) FOI o10 
C- WINGC TIP -CORRECTION FoRCE III 
K 1O FORCE" 112 
XC=TNCQ,2)-TfIPZ-I2) FORCI 11 
PR=T(NZ-1,15) FORCE 11 
PIT(NZ--,lb)} FORCE 115 
IF(Ti(NZ .il.5*.LT.T(NO,2)) TO 195 IOC -GO F 
T(HZg'15 jDUh#PR -nAi 
EF(KI.1)~l GC TO 196 ESCK. 10 
195 IF (YVTJXAK).1.O5#D.GE.YMAX) GO TO 196 F-g.a . 
Ki-!
 
FORS' -- Xw 
T(NZ2)-T(NZ-1,22.D FoRCi itt 
T(N0,16)=T(NO-1,1b) "..FORd[ - 1UN OFORC 1328 
NTU-n-- FORCI 132 
T(M), ZJ-TINO*1, Z) FORCE 134 
1(N,15~tN41,~)tUt! 1353 
T(H.16=T(Q*116) 136- .FORCE 
--Tt co!KTNUE FoRt! 131-T
 
E- ___FORCE 138 
RETURN FORCE 140 
59 
SUbROUTINE )RED(DA,TNM,NBKSFMSFMXSFY,SFMHIW,'IPRINT) HUED Z
 
C SPLINE-SURFACE FIT iF MACH-NUMBER NRED 3
 















10 IFiNE-KSFMI 8C,15,15 HIED 1L
 
15 CONTINUE HRED 12
 
KP- - H..RED 13
 
D0 30 IP-1,KSFP HED 14
 
SFMX(IP)=DA(KP )/DA(24)" HRED 15
 
SFNY( IP)=DA(KP-1)/DA(24) KR_____HED 16
 
SFMH( IP )=DALKP-) HED 17
 
C IA(96)=.,l INPLT DATA ARE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT HRED 18
 
C DA(Q62=2, INPUT DATA ARE LOCAL MACH NUMBER HEED 19
 
IFIDA(96)-I.O) 75,0.25 HEED 20
 
C CONVERT PPESSLxE COEFFICIENT INTO LOCAL MACH NUMBER HEED 21
 
20 SFMqHtIP)=SQkTC5.*(L.2/f(1.,O.7tSFMH(IP))**CONSTI-1.)I------- HUED 22
 
Z5 CUNTihUE HRED 23
 
30 KP=KP.3 HRED 24
 
C - SPL IN-SULRFACE FITTING OF DATA .. ......... HEED 25-





CALL SJRFI(N,KSFM,TSFMXSFNY,SFMH,IPRINTI .RED 	 28
 




PRES NTtY"INPT C9 PR-fSSUR-E _CEF!CEST- I H-ED 31
 
C A POLYIOPIAL .dRM IS NOT ALLOWED NED 32
 
C TIE FCLLO4ING IS FUR MACH INPUT AS A POLYNOMIAL N=AOAl*X HRED
 
50 CONIINUE 	 HRED 34
KS F =0 . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. H E - - 35
 










75 IPR=gb - - -	 NED 
GO 79 85 . ....... N ED 42
 
SC IPR=97 HUED 43
 
85 WRITE HEED 44
 




100 FORMAT(1H0,oXT73HCOMPUTED NACH(X,Y) a AO+A1*X*A2*Y. SUN OF H(11* HUED 47
 
S(R(I) *Z)*(ALCG(R(I)**2)) HUED 48
 





ORIGtAL pAqip IOF POOR.U I 
SUBROUTINE XI~XyV.ISNOUN --- : tr~4Stt-
C INTEGRATIO4 BASED ON SPLINE FUNCTION .- s- : 4 
DIMENSION XIli,Y(NM,Z),SMM,1 7 -, -. 
7E DEFINE L(J) 1T& -
DO 20 1-2,1N - - ­
20 S(II)=XIl)-X(I-1) I-O6L 
IF (NQ.EO.23 GO TO 50 *itt--
C DEFINE TRI-DIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MtATRIX" M 9 
Dc Z5 I ,tNZ NMT . 0 
S11.2)- S(IIjb.O IKuIG4 11 
S(1,3)=(S(1,1¢S(.I ,1I 13.O INTGL 12 
25 S(I.4)= S(1.1,1)/6.0 Intr L3 
S( 2,23-O.0 INTOL 14 
SINZ,A1sO.O INTEL 15 
C DEFINE RIGHT-HAND-SIDE COLUMN MATRIX IT - 16 
K-1 INTG. III 
35 DO 4D 120,NO INTGL 1 
40 S(I,5)aIY(IKI-Y(I-IK)IS(,1) IMTrGL. 14 
De 45 I=2NZ INTGL 20 
-745 S(1,61- S141,5)-S(1,5) INTEL 
C SOLVE FOR COEFFICIENTS OF SPLINE FUNCTION MC.J) INTEL 22 
CALL TRIOl(ZSIS(1,3),S(i,4),S(1,63,S(1.73,S(1,83.Sl1.93I INTGL 23 
50 CONTINUE INTe. 24 
S( 1,7)=0.0 INTGL 25 
S (NO,7)'O.O INTL 26 
VI=0.0 INTGL 27 
00 60 1=2,No INTGL 28 
VI=VIt.5*S(1,1) INTEL 29 
$ *tYIK)Y(I-1,K)-S(I,i*5(IS13(S(I,7).S(I-1,1))/12.3 INTGL 30 
60 CONTINUE INTGL 31 
IF(K.EQCZ) RETURN INTEL 32 
VR-VI INTGL 33 
IF(N.EG.l) RETURN INTGL 34 
K-2 INTGL 35 
GO TO 35 INTL 36 
END INTGL 31 
SUBROUTINE TkICI(KIK3,ABCD,V.EF) -talC! 2 
----- D0 NIN A[1JB(1JC(1iO(13,V(1JtilJFtI TRIO! 3 
IF (k3.NE.Kl) CO TO 5 TRII4 
V(K3)=fT-3IBCR3T[ ... .. RIDE
 
&r TUkN TRI I 6 
5 CCNTItZ C . .. T... 
ELIK)=S(K1) TRIOI 8 
--- rrwK)=UTK-1)7fK1) R1*l1I 
KZL KI+ TRIO! 10 
CC 1) I=$(,KI Tifrnar 11 
1(1) =3( 1)-AC I) C( 1-3 /Et1-1) .TRIDI 12 
10 Ff1=(u(1 )-k(I)=F(I-)/EtI1 TIUUT -13 
Vt(K3I=F(1%3) TRIDI 14 
CC 2Z J=1,K2 TRIOI 16 
-=k3-j TRIIr- 17 
20 v( )F I -{ | I* |E I)TRIDI is
 
FETUJN .. ... TT- 19 
it TRIDI 20 
61 
' 
SUEROUIINE SPLNI(NI,X,Y,DY.,N,XXYYDYYNS$OS- - - SpLNI 2 
C --- JUN NUtPEYDE ; 59-Y4T-TPCLAI -S tNI 3DEPENt1 VAIIABLES., ANU'Jjrux 
L M =8O. LP INTERPOLATION POINTS - "SPtft' 
C Xx,y' =INPUI INOE PENDENT AND- tPENDENt VARIABLES S LLN 
C N =N,). CF INPUT pJINTS ISPL.N 6 
C DYY -O(YY)/CIXX) ?OFC INPUST n4TtA - svm-
C NSi'(h =CVTSA'F S'Ui-ITTING AND PRE-INTERPOLATION SPLNI -a­
£ I r. N.S," >11 ,y(1j IIxx (I) ,vy Iu;Dy-fci- - prl 
SPLNI 10 
Ipt- ?1~r2S/1o s&wi- a 
hS-L=NS'jS-IPPEq1J SPLN1 12 
IF(IPRc.LC.'O) GO T 3J SPLMI 13 
C STORt INPUT aTA FIR PaE-INTEkPOLATION 5PLM1 1A 
Dc------------------ -- - - ,- --- Ewr- ir­
Y(J):Xx J) SPLNi 16
 
20 DY(J]=YY(3) "1SPL1 "17
 
CALL SPISET(hAXYY,0YY1O.0,O) SPLNi 18
 
C P-INTERPULATIIh SPLNI " 19
 
UL' 25 1=2,S SPLNI 20
fl=TflT 7 .... - .. . . .. . . V. . . .. 21T­
I2=IIA1I 5P1N1 2 
SPLNI 23 
YY(12)zuY(I) 	 SPLNI 24 
)tX(l LI=0.E41Y(l-IY(ILJ 	 SPLNI 25 
25 	 CALL SFN2(AA(II),i,nti,,DYDYYYYt'III.DUI) SPL1 26 
N I =12 -- SP N1t...I "27 
30 CONTUL SPLNI 28 
I (NSr6.E0.I CO TO 40 SPLNI 29 
C SPOZTF INPUT CATA Xx, Yy SPLNI 30 
GAL- SMCOT,i(N2,xx Y,YNS1J) SPLNI 31 
C ItTE P'ILaT& Y t: / Kli /X, YY, 3YY 'AND CALCULATE DY=D(YI/D(X) SPLNL 3Z 
40, CALL Sol5r11T(Fnxy~r0o---- - - -PLMI 33 
CALL SPLN(XSI,N2sXYYDYYYLY,2) SPLN1 34 
.ETURN SPLN 35 
ENC SPLN1 36 
- _SUBROUTINL SPLN2(APNPNiX,Y,DSPfSPDK) _ SPLN? 2 
DIMENSION X{ij.Y(1I0(1),XP(Ih)SPF(1.SPD1I SPLN2" 3 
C EVALUATES A NATURAL CUBIC SPLINE AND ITS FIRST DERIVATIVE USING SPLNZ 4 
C SLOPE ARRAY 0 CALCULATED BY SPISET AND USING THE-INPUT DATA SPNH 5 
C AkRAYS X AND Y ... SPL 2 6, 
DO 10 J=1,NP SPLN2 7 
IF(XP(J).LT.X(IJ.OR.N.EQ.I GO TO 6 SPLNZ 8 
b0 2 I=2ZN PLN2 9 
IF(XP(J).LT.X(II) GO TO SPIN2 LO 
2 CONTINUE SP .... 11 
SPF(J)=Y(N)4D(fN)4(XP(J)-X(N)) . SPLN2 12 
IF(K.EO.l) CO T SPL -
SPDhJ=D(N) SPLN2 14 
GO TO 10 SPLNZ 15 
4 C1I./(X(I)-X(I-I1 SPLN2 16 
C4Ax:"U-XP() SPLN2 '17 
C3=P(JI-X(I-l SPLN2 18 
C442C*1 mk-p n---
C5=C3*C1 SPLN2 20 
*C~C~,((1~2.C~	 22
4 Y(-1)C3~~l-))SPINZ 
IF(Kf. .1) GO TO -T --- sptn7 
C6tZ.*CZ-C3 a SP1N2 ,24i 
CT=z.4c3-C. --- c .P.N 
SPC(J )=CI#C(C3*(2. (I. CI#Cb)*Y()-C6(-I)) "SPLNZ 26 
$ -C2*(2.4(1.+C14C7#Y(I-1)+C7*D(I-II) SPLNZ 27 
GO TO 1c SPLNZ 28 
6 SPF Ui)=Y(i)-ur)(K(-1)-xP(J)) -. "-PLPN2- n 
IFKL~l UT 10 - -- --- SPIN? 30 
10 CCNT; t. 	 SPLNZ 32 






SUBQOUTItE SP1SFT NH),Y.:,-MS,IFRMS) 	 SPISET 2
 
UIREXSTOW iTYh IIJ,(I USPISET 	 3 
DATA JtA%,Ltl/...,tno'o7,IA,79b77/ 	 SPISET 4 
DUI)-0. 	 SPISET 5
 
1&(N.E.l) i'Tub~ 	 SPISET 6 
!INj=g. 	 SPISET 7"
 
2d ~ 	 SPISET 8 
h*2-1I SPISET 10
 
Y(U =U(U-> (I-i) SPISE7 11
 
1 	Y(1Id=Yl 1J-Y{i-)J/X( ) SP1S21 1 
IF(Stc.f I LJt. - SP1S21 13 
DO Z SPISET 12
 
- % SPISET 15
 
O 1-I)=.,NYili-iIXIi+x(1-iJ SPISET 16
YII :I. C( -I)SPISET 	 is
 
Yr I-)=/.5c l-) SPISET 17 
2 (z ,sAiJ~AiJEH) SP ISET 18 
' SPISET 19 
L 3 l=j O SPISET 20 
3 1)VIi-}-u.-- I )i¢fl)J-tw-1.O)Ef-I S!-r3=fI 21)-, PISET 
3t' 4 !m3,N SPISET 22 
- SPISET 23 
AYC,*-32 YiC A(I-)).Y(l-1) SPISET 24 
3SViY(-i)..tf :II..,ii. ( SPISET 25 
c t S SPISET 26 
-	 - SPISET 27 
In I:I.Z (ill-.I}2.33 	 SPISET 29
 
ni-:.. SPISET 30 
£(fl5.E.vL CSPISET 32 
r~rvsTi-, ; SPISET 33 
SPISET 34 
1F(N.EC.21 CZ 10 SPISET 35 
DC 7 !=3,0 SPISET 36 
C=2.*OIIrl) SPISET 37 
7 RMS=SflS.(tCPC(-Z)-J.#Y(]-i) /idI-I) tD(1),C-3.#Y( I))/X(1))t*Z SF5E1 38 
5 	00 9 1=2,0 SPISET 40 
YIt 1Y(1'4XC )*Y(I-U} SPISET 41 
9 X(I=XII]t>(1-1J SPISET 42 
,RETu . ... -.. . SPISET- 43 




SUBROUTINE SMOOTH £MsxYTNSKUOSI 












K.HINOLN-4MAXOIL-2)I . . 
06 1 1-1.20 
I T(l)O. 





O 3 1-1,4 
14-1-4 
RR-1.O 





































































SUBROUTINE CHLSKYcA,N,'B.MNX) CHLSKY 2 
DIMENSION A(hX,I)bBINX1 )CHLSKY Y 
C CHOLES Y DECOePOSITION IS USED TO SOLVE THE MATRIX EQUATION AX-8 CHLSKY 4 
c WHERE THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX, A, IS SYMMETRIC. ON OUTPUT X IS -CHSKY 5 
C STORED IN f" CHLSKY 6 
IF(N.EQ.1I GO TO 6 -HLSKY 7 
DO 2 I--Z,M CHLSKY 8 
11-111 CHLSKY 9 
00 2 J.?' CHLSKY 10 
U-2 =-1,11 CHLSKY 11 
2 AItJ1=A(I ,J)-ALI)*A(L.J)/A(LL) CHLSKY 12 
Do 	 5ic h- _ -- -T2-I1,H-	 - - CTKt 
Da 3 1=ZN CHLSKY 14 
11=1-1 CNLSKY i­
00 3 L-1,I1 CHLSKY 16 
1-a	B(IKWffutIK j=i(L-11i*aYI-K)iAli,i7- rs 
DO 4 1-2,h CHLSKY 18 
-. --- i -- .. 	 rS-- KV -19'iL'S" -
D0 	4tL=1Ii CHLSKY 20
 
NL*Nt 1-L CHLSKY 22 
4 sifi=NIK-(INlcNp7TLNI-CNLSKY 23 
OC 5 IzI, CHLSKY 24 
5~rTrr~hI~f~ - --- --- ----- CRESKY 25 
,ETUiRN CHLSKY 26 
6 AIIl=P-flf-lTl-flT-	 -____ 
CD 7 L=I,, CHLSKY z8 
~7S- lfTTlIUT----- CKESKY - 29 
RETURN -- - ... CHLSKY' 30 




SUB$$JTINL SUPFIINtNT,'ABXABYABHIRITE) SURFI a 
C FIT £)ATA IN POINTlI dROUGHT THROUGH ABX,ABY,ABH SUlFI 3 
C I -- itNFrRA Y AR'AY FOR SPLINc-SUPFACE FITTING SURFI 4 
C -- .-L, nTy ARRAYS FOR INPUT POINTS TO BE FITTED SURF1 5 
C A.: 1N) - jt, pENJET VARIABLE X SURFI 6 
C A3YVt) - INDEPENDENT VARIABLE Y SURFI 7 
C Aht(II - CUMES IN AS DEPENDENT VARIABLE OF X AND Y SURFI 8 
GOES OUT AS COEFFICIENTS OF SPLINE-SURFACE SURFI 9
 tar. -. !124 H,rp,1)AA3X(IABYIII),ABH(L) . ..... ..SURFi - 10I




Nezlf Pq .. . . .. ... SURFI 13
 






lF(N.EQ.O) u( T0 i3 SURF1 -17
 
1-L 2 I=,N -SURFI 18 
TKI,t4P2)xALX(1) SURFI 19 
TI{,NPI)=A9Y(1) "SURFI 20 
2 T(:P47T=Abr(I-S 
-c . I=ia. SURF1 22 
T(1!I)'J. SURF1 23 
T(1 .NPI)=1.C SURF1 24 
TINPL,1 )=1. SURFX 25 
T(NP.'I =(I(,rFP SURFI 26 
TINP3,I=T iS0P3) SURF 1'2 
NI=it-1 SURFI 28 
CC , :=1,." SURFI 29 
IP1=I .1SURF1 30 
-C - J=:PI,N " SURF1 31 
XX=TI IP)-TtJ,NPc) SURF1 32 
YY=T( I,NP3)-T(J,rP3 SURFi 33 
H=XNY)YY;Yi SURF1 34 




OG 1=1.3 SURFI 37
 
IPr- = I - N SURF1 38
 
DO j- -J=f,,- SURFI 39
 
JPN=J H SURFI 40 
B T(IPh,JPN)=C. -- SURFi 41 
K=MSIMtlfhMNF -,TI,1 T(INP )40 SURF1 42 
IF(K.t&.1) GO TO '3 --- SURFI 43 
,IT(14,220) SURFi 44 
9 CONTINUE SURFI 46 
C 5TCPE I3-C FFCEIT4AkKAY" 48A - -- SUR~i 47 
DL 12 L1MNF3 SURFI 48 
12 A=H(I)TI P4I . .-.- SURFl 49 
13 IF(IITE) IB,16,1 SURF-1 50 
-. 4CWITE(wI,2OG) SURFi 51 
WRITE(IWI2CI (ABHIII=PI,NP31 SURFI 52
 
IF(N.ECO) GO TO 8 .SURFI .3-
DO 16 11,N SURF1 54 SURFI 5
 15 WRITE(IW1i0) ,ASHiI) ,AX(I),ABY-I 




110 FCR'IAT(1OS, lb,1P3E14.7) SURFI se 
120 FCRMAT b2XiP3E14 iSURFI 
2HRFCi-% I CIi;uj7Zfl 7 cP r()t47(c -xI1)*4241(Y-y I)14*2I SURFI 60:--
I ,OtICX95411 )Int NtIaLCSS CGUKLINATES - .ISTANCEICHORD LENGTH)/ 61 1 1?1 SURFI 

211-0,13Y1,0I ,3'"M I)1OX'1 )0;,4HY(I SURFi 62 
315>.2PAC,1?X,2rA1,IZxt-?/) "SURFI 63
 








SUBPOUTINE SURIZ-(1,Z2,J1,J2,nAYVAIU.VLUX.VLUV.XITIt .. " 
S - -TCOMPUTE VALUE OF SPLINE-SURFACE FITTED 0*1* AT A PCF tttXIy p­
... ZI,ZZ- C0ORuINATES OF ,THE ,POINT WHEE THfxTE 0r-Wl;UClS 400M- i' 
C VALU - FITTED VALUE SOUGT. 
C VLUX - GRADIENT OF FITTED VALUE IN X S 
C -LUY - GRADIENT OF FITTED VALUE IN _ -- - Th 
"
 
c XYI,HI OMPROERTIES u-sua ­- ARRAYS FOR KN WN i -,ua.a", ;SURFi 
T N -- NUMBER OF POINTS IN XI. VI ARRlAS f, 
c MXY-O X=ZI(J), Y-Z2(J) WHERE J-J1"JZ-
C NXY-1 X=ZII), Y=Z2IJ) WHERE J-JIJZ -




NPI-N 44 -" ggfl 
NP2.NP1. R t b 
HP3-HP2+I St
 
IFIfXY.EO.1) Xall(1) si-ZI "is 
IF(MXY.EO.) Y-ZIll) - 5UXFZ £9 
DO 40 J=J1,J2 SURF2 20­
IF(MXY.EQ.1) Y1Z2(J) -SURFZ 21 
IFIHXY.EO.2) X-Z2J) SrnFZ 22 





10 CONTINUE SURFZ 26
 
IF (K-2) 13,1ZIl SURF2 27
 
11 VLUY(J)-H(IP3) SURF2 28
 
12- VLUK(J)ICHI(hP2) SURF2 -29
 
13 VALUrJf-HI (P1)tHI (NPZ)-4X.HI(NP3)*Y SURFZ 30
 
IF(N.EO.O) GO TO 40 SURF2 31 
CC 30 I11,N SURF? 32 
TXrX-XIII) SURF2 33 
TY=Y-YI(I) SURF2 34 
S --T- ... ... .... .. -... . . .- 35 
hA =. SURF? 36 
IFIH.GT.0.) HAALG(-_F -..... ..... SURF? 37 




Z1 VLUY(JJ=VLUY{J)-Hb*TY SURF? 40
 
22YU()LXT*BT SUR,0t 41 
23 VALUC J)=VALU(JJ)Id$[(1t-I4HA SURF? 42 
30 CONTINUE SURF? 43 
40 CCNTINUE - SURF2 44 




FUNCTION CINXlIS) 	 tIN 2 
SINE .AND COSINE INTEGRAL SUBROUTLKt - - N T 
C CIN "4 
C -IF THE STATENENT CaCIfISi tiny 
C C AN S ARE THE INTEGRALS OVER I Ftc,, I TO INFINITY OF GIN 6 
c COS4XTI/T AND SIN(XTIIT - MScm 	 ,8 
SG 1.0 IN 
XKxl GIN 10 
IF fX) 1,2.2 CIa - 1 
I SG-SG CII 12 
2 X2-xox GIN 14 
IF(Xlei 	 tin 15If tX-I.0 3,3,4 	 GIN 16 
'U---FOR ABSIXI LESS THAN I A SERIES EXPANSION IS USEU 	 tCI TV 
C 	 GIN to
 




GO TO 5 LIN et-
C cl 22 
I-C FOR ASSIK) GREATER THAN I APPRUXIATIONS OF HASTINGS ARE USED tIN Z3 
C - CIN .24 
4 P=(((XZlq.39 g19)*xz 7.#11538)X2-8.493336)/((tX2.12.361055) CIN 25 
1 *XZ.70.3764S6)tXZ+30.038227)*X) GIN 26 
Qs((tXZ+Zi.38372J#XZ,49.7197751)XZ45.089504)1((CIXZ.Z1.1119585- CIN 27-
I *XZ*119.91893Z)*X2+76.707876)*XZ) CIN 28 
CO=COS (X) tIN 29 
SI=SIN (X) GIN 30 
VP*CO*QSI 	 CIN 32 
5 	SsV*SG tIN 33 
CI NU CIN 34
-' ECT-u - -- 35 






1C 	 30 1 1-,t "SIBER- 4 
C 	 .(.O HSIMER 5 
10 .oJ = ". HSINER 6 
- 1 C *AAi C,ABSA(,Jl MNSER? 
IF(C.EQ.O'OJ 	GO TO 1000 U1SIMER 8 
;C.u J =Ia. 	 -SRl 
'0 AtIJ) = A(IJ)/C PSIMER .10 
C 3'd J = IL HSIMER 11 
30 	 B(I,J) = B(I,J)/C. HSIKER 12 
IF(.d,.1) Tb 205 HSIXER 13 
Nf = . - I _SIfER 14 
Do00zoo i,t - SIER 15 
C = 0.0 HSIMER 16 
L6 4U i = JN HSIMER 18 
0 " ABS(A(IJ)) HSINER 19 
IF (C.GE.0) GC TO 40 _NSINER 20 
C=D 	 NSIMER 22 
4C CCNTINUE . . .. SI 23 
IF(N..E0.O.OKt.C.LT.l.E-7) GO TO 1000 NSIMER 24 
IF(K.EC.J) GC IC 79 HSIMER 25 
O o JJj =mJ,_ I, SIMER 26 
C = A(J.JJ) HSINER 27 
AtJJJ) A IN',JJ) HSIMER 28 
50 A(K,JJ) C NSIER 2i 
-L t O = IISINER 30JJ H1 
C = 3(J,JJ) NSIMER 31 
t(J,JJ) = 8(K,JJ) MSIHER 32 
bo B(K JJ) = C . .. .. . .HSIE 	 33
 
70 C = A(J,J) NSIMER 34 
J? = J * 1 - SINER 35 
CL d0 JJ = JPN KSIMER 36 
SO A(J,JJ) =A(J,J4)/C -- - MSIMER 317 
90 00 1G JJ - 1iL HSI ER 38 
100 scJ,JJ) = B(J,JJ)/C NSINER 39 
DO 20C I = hN KSINER 40 
IF(I.fO.J) GO 10 200 HSINER 41 
C - A(1,J) "zSIMER 42 
00110ldJX = JN SIMER 43 
110 A4IJJ) - A(IJJ) - C*A(J,JJ) HSINER 44 
DC ieo JJ = I.,L­
120 t1,iJj) = B(I,JJ) - C*itJJJ) MSIMER 46 
200- C TIuE .. s --- - A? 
205 	C = A(N,N) MSIHER 48 
IF(ABSIC).L.I.E-7) GT 01000 -- - - M R 49 
DO 21C J = IML qSIMER 50 
210 	 MHJi = BCNJ)jC HSINER 51 
IF(M.EQ.I) GO TO Z30 NSINER 52 
DO 220 1 = 1,t.1ST U 3 
C _ IN) .... E ER S 
DO 220 JJ = 1L HSINER 55 
2ZO B(IJJ) 8(1,JJ) - C*8(N1,JJ). INSINER 56 
230 mS1fEM 1 NSINER 
RETURN - .SIfER u_ 
1000 MSIHER- 2 mSIMER 59 
KEIUR .... --. HSfIER- 60 




"FUNCION NSINECEN, *#- - ' t "-"" 
DIMENSION A,1).SIN . . " 
COMPLEX A,8.G PEA 




Do 10 £ ­ '.S4 
10 	C-ANAXIIC.ABSIRIELLAD ; II
 
IF(C.E0.0.O) G] TO 1000
 
00D 	200 J - I'M - -; ' -­
0O 	340 J - 1,9L S il0fl0I* . 
K E. 0 40
 
C-oB 	 NIrn: 23 
2440 	CONTINUE 

IF(K.EQO..OR.C.LT.1.E-7) Go TO 1000 NsIIEc 25 
IF(K.EQ.J) GO 7O 70 NSEC 26 
00 50 JJ - Jr, HIINEC Z? 
G - A(J,JJ) H1INEC 28 
AiJ.JJ) - A(KJJ) NSUIge 29 
50 A(KJJ) = G NSIHEC 30 
DO 60 JJ I L SINEC 31 
G - B(J,JJ) KSIHEC 32 
B(JJJ) - BtKJJ) NS]HEC 33 
60 BIK,JJ) - G HSINEC 34
 
70& =1.0/AUJ,J ASYniirr -S3 
P= J * 1 MSIMIEC 36
 
D 80-JJ *=" ms-=- -JP7 
80 ALJ,JJ) A(JJJ)4G __ MSINEC 38 
90 DO 100 JJ = 1,L HSINEC 39 
100 B(Ji) = B(JJJ*G MSINEC 40 
DO 200 I =1,t mSIiEC 41 
IF(I.EO.J) GO 10 203 MSIMEC 42 
= 

c A(iJ) - NSINEC 43 
DO 110 JJ = JPN MSIMEC 44 
il"(Ij= Ai,jiii~hU7 G4--JJ mSNec - 45 
06 120 JJ = IL MSIHEC 4#6 
120 b.I,JJ) = &(I, JJ) - G*f(J',J J) MSIMEC 47 
MSINEC 48 




IF (A5S(kEAL(C)) * AS(fAlAGI(,)).LT.l.E-7) GO TO 1000 MSIMEC 50 
0D0210 J = itL MSIMEC 51 
210 	E(NJI =b(,,J)/G MSIHEC 52 
IF(N.EO.i) GO TO 230 MSIMEC 53 
DO ZG 1 = 1,Nf MSIMEC 54 
CC 2_0 JJ IL MSIMEC 55 




QETU N MSIMEC 58 
1000 MSINEC 2 NSIiEC 59 
EOURN MSIMEC 0 
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